M3 was being moved, so it crashed mid-evening. When it came back up, it was declared to be Retcon Night, and the Admin-Use-Only flag on @name was removed. :)

First:

<Public> El Scorcho says, "You people are so weird!"
<Public> Evil=X^2 Xander Croix says, "You should Shocker the camera as you run by."
<Public> El Scorcho says, "I don't know if I can hang out with a bunch of weirdos!"
<Public> Umbra Phantom says, "There we go."
<Public> Axl says, "You already do."
<Public> El Scorcho says, "... Noooooo!"
<Public> El Scorcho says, "That's impossible!"
<Public> Evil=X^2 Xander Croix says, "Look into your heart!  You know it to be true!"
<Public> Umbra Phantom says, "JOIN US"
	--2005.04.08

(I connect!)

<Public> Return X says, "There we go"
Solar Stega woots!
<Public> Ciel says, "You are getting SUCH a spanking young man!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard tosses his hat off into the horizon

(I +finger Return X. The profile's Glaive's.)

<Public> Copy X angsts and whines in reprogramming.
<Public> Ciel snickers
<Public> Solar Stega eyes the fake X's. :O
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "are you guys changing names randomly"
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "you are aren't you?"
<Public> Iori Yagami says, "Burn, baby, burn! Until your blood boils!"
<Public> Geese Howard says, "Yes, we are."
<Public> Darth Sheena says, "Yeah."
<Public> Copy X says, "Yes."
<Public> LifeVirus says, "Nope."
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "DISGUSTING"
<Public> Hyatt says, "No."
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "DISGUSTING"

===========================                        ===========================
\    Mega Man Mush Who     \____              ____/ Sun Jul 17 22:18:25 2005 /
 \==============================\____________/==============================/
  \                                                                        /
  |--Name (Alias)----------------Fac--Idl--Con-----------------------Where-|
  |  Alpha <banana>               H    0s   0s                  Quiet Room |
  |~~Blues <Proto>                H    0s   8m                  Unfindable |
  |~~Bullet <MY>                  H    0s  17m              Stone Domicile |
  |~~Chris Mainards <Chris>       NA   0s   0s Neo Arcadia HQ - Commons Fa |
  |~~Ciel <Shieru>                NA   0s   0s    Neo Arcadia HQ - Medical |
  |~~Clash Man <X6>               I    0s   0s     Gate's Apartment <GAPT> |
  |  Copy X <I>                   SD   0s   0s                  Unfindable |
  |~~Darth Sheena <Goldie>        NA   0s   0s Skull Monument - Elite Wing |
  |  Drew Gerald Alvein <Fuchi>   SD   0s  27m                  Unfindable |
  |~~Dr. Feste <Gurney Halleck>   Y    0s   0s        London - London Town |
  |  Dr. Wily <Wily>              RM   0s   7m                  OOC Lounge |
  |~~Geese Howard <Hot>           RM   0s   0s Teleportation Area--Skull M |
  |  Guest <g0>                   ?    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |  Guest4 <g4>                  ?    0s   0s              Character Room |
  |~~Guts Man <guts>              RM   0s  12m  Skull Monument - Underdark |
  |~~Hyatt <Deer>                 M    0s   0s           Iberian Peninsula |
  |  Iori Yagami <J>              H    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |  LifeVirus <>                 ?    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |~~Llama <Gus>                  NA   0s   0s Cyberspace - Pacific Rim Sy |
  |~~Magical Girl Sailor Rose <rosNA   0s   0s            Rose's Room <RR> |
  |  Mesarthim <Mesa>             SD   0s  30m                  Unfindable |
  |~~Mr. Mom <Doppler>            M    0s   0s Science Area - Basilisk Sta |
  |~~Nova <>                      C    0s  22m Eurasia - Empire Central Sq |
  |  Pluto <Hades>                SD   0s  30m     Character Statting Room |
  |~~Quick Man <Quick>            RM   0s   0s Frat House: Rho Mu Omega <R |
  |~~Return X <Hydra>             M    0s   0s           Iberian Peninsula |
  |  Scorpio <Scorp>              SD   0s  29m     Character Statting Room |
  |~~Shield <shi>                 H    0s   0s   Tower of Light - Barracks |
  |  Signas <Sig>                 H    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |  Solar Stega <Snarl>          C    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |~~Solstis <Sol>                M    0s  27m Communications Array - Basi |
  |~~Storm Eagle <Perdue>         M    0s   0s Storm Eagle's Temp Pad <SE> |
  |~~Terry Bogard <Kangaman>      RF   0s   7m Fortress V - Medical Center |
  |  Top Man <Top>                RM   0s  28m                Meeting Room |
  |~~Viris <sis>                  RF   0s   0s Tower of Light - Laboratory |
  |~~Windows 2000-kun <Aus>       H    0s   0s Cyberspace - Pacific Rim Sy |
  |--Players On:  36--------- Total Ever:  848541 ---------Record On: 126--|
  / Mush Poll: Doing                                                       \
 /==========================______          ______==========================\
/ Uptime: 30m 37s          /      \        /      \   5 Online Staff Members \
===========================        \______/        ===========================

<Public> Yoda Alpha is ashamed of all of you
<Public> Darth Sheena says, "It's all getting reverted out."
<Public> Yader says, "Yes"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard says, "ohcrapiori"
<Public> Darth Sheena says, "Eventually."
<Public> Yoda Alpha doorslam
<Public> Darth Sheena says, "also."
<Public> Beta says, "NEVER ALPHA!"
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose saves Ciel
<Public> Yoda Beta says, "Very disgusting."
<Public> Dr. Feste says, "But Alpha. :("
<Public> Darth Sheena says, "I am now Queen of Neo Arcadia."
<Public> Beta says, "MY EVIL TWIN SISTER!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard says, "TAKE THIS, YOU STUPID REDHEADED MAN WHO NEVER CHANGES HIS CLOTHING!"
<Public> Yoda Beta says, "I win, I did this first."
<Public> Yoda Alpha punch
<Public> Maria Roshyana Kraska-Cossack says, "HAHAHAHAHAH"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard POWER GEYSERS Iori.
<Public> Yoda Beta destroys the other Beta.
<Public> Iori Yagami says, "You're one to talk, Truckstop Joe."
<Public> Hyatt says, "OH GOD IT LIVES"
<Public> Maria Roshyana Kraska-Cossack says, "Bass! Even though you raped me, I still love you!"
<Public> Copy X is Darth Sheena's 'loyal' 60+ CST right hand.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard says, "HEY!  At least /I/ changed outfits!"
<Public> Dr. Feste snrk.
Dash has connected.
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "..."
<Public> Maria Roshyana Kraska-Cossack says, "I will show you the good in your heart!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard says, "/How/ do you walk in those pants!?"
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "Ok, I think the lag is gone now."
<Public> Ryuji Yamazaki Hydra....something's Terry.
<Public> Iori Yagami says, "Yeah, into /girly hippy boy./"
Dash says, "...."
<Public> Pluto says, "Hey Alpha, you have all the Space Elevator posts in your infinite buffer, right?"
<Public> Hyatt says, "WRRRRRRRRRRYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYy"
LifeVirus bites Dash.
Guest says, "The world's gone insnae."
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "Anyways Jazz."
Dash says, "Wait."
Dash says, "It hadn't already?"
<Public> Return X says, "I AM GOING TO GO EAT!"
<Public> Return X says, "I SHALL RETURN!"
<Public> Return X says, "WITH WENDIES"
<Public> Magical Girl Sailor Jazz says, "Yes, Rose?"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard says, "/You/ haven't changed your outfit in 11 games!"
Solar Stega fu fu fu
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "Wry is banned"
<Public> Hyatt says, "wry?"
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "Because it isn't wry at all!"
<Public> Return X says, "Try not to commit mass suicide while I am gone."
<Public> Ryuji Yamazaki says, "I don't need to. My clothes are awesome."
<Public> Ryuji Yamazaki wears his pimpcoat.
<Public> Hyatt says, "DEATH TO THE INFIDELS!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard says, "I was talking to /Iori,/ you lunatic baffoon!"
<Public> Ryuji Yamazaki stabs Terry.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard says, "OW!  DWEEBENHEIMER!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard POWER CHARGE

------------------------------------- ? --------------------------------------
Guest              Guest4             LifeVirus           
------------------------------------- C --------------------------------------
Nova *             Sewa *             Solar Stega         
------------------------------------- H --------------------------------------
Alpha *            Blues *            Bullet *           Magical Girl Sailor
Shield *           Signas             Windows 2000-kun *  
------------------------------------- I --------------------------------------
Clash Man *        Dash                
------------------------------------- M --------------------------------------
Hyatt *            Mr. Mom *          Return X *         Solstis *           
------------------------------------- NA -------------------------------------
Chris Mainards *   Ciel *             Darth Sheena *     Llama *            
Magical Girl Sailor 
------------------------------------- RF -------------------------------------
Terry Bogard *     Viris *             
------------------------------------- RM -------------------------------------
Dr. Wily           Guts Man *         Quick Man *        Ryuji Yamazaki *   
Top Man             
------------------------------------- Y --------------------------------------
Dr. Feste *         
------------------------------------- SD -------------------------------------
Copy X *           Drew Gerald Alvein Mesarthim          Pluto              
Scorpio            
-------------------------- Sun Jul 17 22:18:25 2005 --------------------------

<Public> Ryuji Yamazaki goes into a stab frenzy. b'u'ffoon.
<Public> Clash Man headbangs.
<Public> Hyatt waves out, I have work in six hours. =D
<Public> Clash Man says, "LEAF SHIELD ROCKS"
<Public> Orochi annihilates Terry.
<Public> Pluto says, "It would be pretty funny if we didn't reset."
<Public> Clash Man says, "It would."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard says, "Hey, it's not my fault my translators really really su--"
<Public> Hyatt says, "Bahahahahah"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Terry Bogard says, "OH NO I AM ANNIHILATED"
<Public> Pluto says, "You would all forget what you @named yourselves and not be able to log on, hahaha."
<Public> Clash Man says, "I remember!"
Dash says, "So, is this the old MotM server?"
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "I refuse to participate in this Tom Foolery. Feste!"
<Public> LifeVirus says, "No I wouldn't."
You say, "I dunno, I just logged on myself. XD"
<Public> Chris Mainards says, "There's a reason I'm not fiddling with the names o.-"
<Public> Bullet says, "I want to keep my name!"
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "I blame this on you!"
<Public> Pluto says, "Of course, the Gunslinger would be gone too."
<Public> LifeVirus says, "Because I always use my @alias."
Dash says, "Or is everyone just playing around with screwy code."
Dr. Wily says, "No, they were hosted off of motm.kicks-ass.org."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "Bullet!  Marry me!"
Orochi enters the Quiet Room.
Orochi has left.
<Public> Pluto says, "Because I nuked it. ACCIDENTALLY."
<Public> Bullet says, "Can't!"
<Public> Blues says, "'Accidentally'."
<Public> Bullet says, "Marrying Blues!"
<Public> Flame Man says, "Alright, I think I'm done."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "He has a swishy scarf!"
<Public> Bullet says, "Indeed."
<Public> Javelin Whitetail says, "Fwa."
<Public> Bullet says, "I am a fool for the scarf."
<Public> Javelin Whitetail says, "G'night!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "And he has the /worst/ whistling I've ever heard!"
<Public> Flame Man has been Osama, Saddam, Jafar, George W. Bush, Takahashi, your daddy, and Tingle.
<Public> Javelin Whitetail has been YOUR MOM.
<Public> Flame Man says, "And Nintendo."
<Public> Flame Man says, "Being YOUR DADDY is better."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "Marry me!  I'll teach you Taekwondo!"
<Public> Javelin Whitetail says, "And Microsoft. And All-Purpose Cultural Catgirl Nuku Nuku. And Unicron. and says."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "And you can get me upgrades to be able to be in space!"
<Public> Bullet says, "No. :("
<Public> Padawan Dash says, "Nuku Nuku!"
<Public> Bullet says, "A-blink and buster are superior. >_>"
<Public> Flame Man says, "Your dad is still a pimp."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "But Taekwondo is SUPERIOR."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "It lets you TRAVEL THROUGH TIME."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "Do A-Blink and Buster let /you/ travel through time!?  Huh?  Huh?  Huh?"
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "I think my response got killed by lag Jazz."
<Public> Magical Girl Pretty Jazz :(
<Public> Bullet says, "You lack shades!"

================== Condensed Listing of IC Player Locations ==================
Iberian Peninsula              Return X
Midwest                        Alpha
Cyberspace - Pacific Rim Syste Llama  Windows 2000-kun
Teleportation Area--Skull Monu Flame Man
Fortress V - Medical Center    Assault Kangaroo
Deep Into The Basin            Bullet
Skull Monument - Elite Wing    Darth Sheena
Skull Monument - Underdark     Guts Man
Neo Arcadia HQ - Medical       Ciel
Neo Arcadia HQ - Barracks      Magical Girl Sailor Rose  Magical Girl Sailor Rose
Neo Arcadia HQ - Commons Facil Chris Mainards
Eurasia - Education District   Quick Man
Tower of Light - Barracks      Shield
Eurasia - Empire Central Squar Nova
Eurasia - Residential District Clash Man
Science Area - Basilisk Statio Saruman
Communications Array - Basilis Solstis
Tower of Light - Laboratory/Me Sewa  Viris
Unfindable                     Copy X  Blues
==============================================================================

<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo puts on Terminator sunglasses.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "Problem solved!"
<Public> Blues punches Assault. In the face.
<Public> Bullet <3
<Public> Jetter! Top Man blink, "I thought it'd been more than half an hour...
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo's shades are broken in the process!
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "Damn you!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "Bullet!  We must at least have a chat when this is all over!"
<Public> Red says, "What the..."
<Public> Padawan Dash rrrrhgkshdlghad CRAB BATTLE!
<Public> Ciel says, "CRAB BATTLE"
<Public> Padawan Dash says, "And by that, I mean, what exactly is going on? :D"
<Public> Red says, "What the heck are you naming crazy things for? OLIOLIOLIO!!!"
<Public> Flame Man says, "Just shut the hell up and stab it!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Solid Snake says, "...CRAB... BATTTLLLLLLLLLE"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Solid Snake gets his ass kicked by a Kenyan Mangrove Crab.
<Public> Padawan Dash says, "Someone needs to app Bubble Crab."
<Public> Chris Mainards says, "Why?"
<Public> Padawan Dash says, "Just for an excuse for someone to say that ICLy."
<Public> Chris Mainards says, "oh"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Naked Snake says, "...Er... CRAB BATTLLLLLLLLLLLE"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Naked Snake gets /his/ ass kicked by a Kenyan Mangrove Crab.
@name me=Zoidberg
Name set.
<Public> Zoidberg >:E
<Public> Padawan Dash puts some clothes on the Naked Snake.
<Public> Blue says, "Madness."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Renamon says, "FOX LEAF ARROWHEAD!"
<Public> Zoidberg :D
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Raichu says, "I'm cuter than Pikac--...er, Raichu!  Raichu!"
Volnutt just +icfingered you.
<Public> Zoidberg says, "Raichu > Pikachu"
<Public> Padawan Volnutt joins in.
<Public> Zoidberg says, "Has Jav re@named herself to Anakin yet?"
Volnutt @name's Wily "The End"
<Public> Zoidberg has only been here a few minutes, see. :D
<Public> Great Guts Man says, "One of the doctors needs to rename themselves to Dr. Pepper."
Assault Kangaroo just +icfingered you.
Techno just +icfingered you.
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "Pluto, can you think of a reason why Rosa's window is lagging so dang badly? This window is lagging too, but not as much. And no other MUSH is lagging for me"
<Public> Pluto says, "I haven't been keeping any track of who's who."
<Public> Dr. says, "Nnngh!"
<Public> Zoidberg says, "It's very confusing indeed."
<Public> Platinum says, "You cannot lose the game. Your opponents cannot win the game."
<Public> Dr. says, "Oh, I fail again."
<Public> Dr. Orange says, ">:("
<Public> Techno says, "I AM ON VACATION. BYE BYE"
<Public> Platinum Angel says, "Yeah, @name doesn't like spaces."
<Public> Pluto says, "The server just moved and it's not set up right yet, Shield, so she might have a funked-up connection to eddie."
<Public> Copy X says, "Later Techno."
<Public> Volnutt says, "..."
<Public> Pluto says, "Try quitting the window and opening a new one."
<Public> Volnutt says, "Gus is a Llama."
<Public> Llama says, "Bleeeeaaaaaat"
<Public> Dr. Orange says, "I defect to NA."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "HERE'S A LLAMA THERE'S A LLAMA AND ANOTHER LITTLE LLAMA HERE'S A LLAMA THERE'S A LLAMA LLAMA LLAMA DUCK"
<Public> Dr. Orange says, "Where's my defect, darnit!"
<Public> Purple says, "Deflect is an ability, Defect is a skill."
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "Anyways, what I said was 'What evil being should we destroy with the power of love and goodness?'"
You activate your radio.
<Public> Tentacle Monster says, "Oooh, oooh, pick me!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Soylent Green says, "I AM MADE FROM PEOPLE"
<Public> Slave Ciel  :(
<Public> Tentacle Monster steals Ciel.
<Public> Slave Ciel says, "EEEEE"
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose attacks Tentacle Monster!
Signas has disconnected.
<Public> Tentacle Monster steals Sailor Rose.
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "In the name of goodness, justice, and miniskirts, I will defeat you!"
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose acks! "It's up to you, Sailor Jazz!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Hmm."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Darth Vader says, "NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "... Jazz?"
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "Also, there's 3 of me on but I can't @boot/me"
<Public> Zoidberg says, "Clones! :O"
<Public> Obi-Wan Kenobi says, "I have a bad feeling about this."
<Public> Pluto says, "I can @boot you."
@name me="A Troop of Stormtroopers"
Name set.
<Public> A Troop of Stormtroopers tests.
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "Please do."
<Public> A Troop of Stormtroopers says, "W00ts."
<Public> Obi Wan Durandal says, "I LIVE AGAIN."
<Public> Pluto says, "Is that whole /thing/ your name?"
<Public> A Troop of Stormtroopers innocents?
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "Yes :)"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Hahahaha."
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "Except the wuvvable part"
Durandal just +icfingered you.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Pluto. I defect to Neo Arcadia."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer gloooooooooooooows.
<Public> Pluto says, "Okay."
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "well now there's only 2 of me. Better. :)"
<Public> Pluto says, "DEFECTION COMPLETE"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Yay!"
<Public> Return X says, "Pluto, can I have Emulate?"

===========================                        ===========================
\    Mega Man Mush Who     \                      / Sun Jul 17 22:18:25 2005 /
 ===========================\--------------------/===========================
 | Name                      \ Alias   Idl Fn R /                     Where |
 |----------------------------\----------------/----------------------------|
 |~Llama                       Gus      0s NA 2 Cyberspace - Pacific Rim Sy |
 |~Magical Girl Sailor Rose    rosa     0s NA 1            Rose's Room <RR> |
 |~Mirror Orange               MO       0s NA                    Unfindable |
 |~Mistress Sheena             Goldie   0s NA 5    Neo Arcadia HQ - Medical |
 |~Slave Ciel                  Shieru   0s NA 6    Neo Arcadia HQ - Medical |
 /==================/==========\ Total Login: /==========\==================\
/   32 Players On  /            \   848541   /            \ Max On Ever: 126 \
===================              ============              ===================

<Public> Pluto says, "No."
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "One more boot please, Pluto"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Easter Bunny says, "teehee~"
<Public> Return X says, "A Blink?"
<Public> Pluto says, "Here."
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "Thanks"
<Public> Pluto says, "o_o -_- o_o"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Haha."
<Public> Pluto says, "You're welcome."
<Public> Return X says, "...OMG!"
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose rewards Pluto by doing that translucent glowing almost nude transformation sequence that takes 45 seconds
<Public> Pluto says, "Yay."
<Public> Tentacle Monster abuses Sailor Rose for roughly 45 seconds.
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose defeats Tentacle Monster with a new and previously unseen attack.
<Public> God of Hentai approves.
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel says, "Yoy people scare me"
<Public> A Troop of Stormtroopers muahahahs.
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose twirls.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "KILL ALL ROBOTS"
<Public> Tentacle Monster steals Colonel.
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel says, "AIEE"
<Public> God of Hentai says, "Yesssss My minion!  Turn him into one of usssssss."
<Public> The FCC does not approve.
<Public> Obi Wan Durandal ...
<Public> God of Hentai kills the FCC.
<Public> >"< Sewa says, "so this is what would happen if we operated off of pure chaos."
<Public> A Troop of Stormtroopers shoots at the FCC!
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: God of Catgirls and Catboys says, "YAAAY"
<Public> A Troop of Stormtroopers says, "Heheh. :D"
<Public> The FCC has the Stormtroopers "disappear".
<Public> A Troop of Stormtroopers ;_;!
<Public> God of Hentai makes out with the god of catgirls.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Lord of PEZ says, "LOL I R USING NICKNAM OF SUM DUM GUY FROM REALLY LONG AGO"
@name me="Censor Bar"
Name set.
<Public> Censor Bar :(
<Public> Io SLAYS ALL CATGIRLS.
<Public> God of Hentai says, "..."
<Public> Censor Bar blocks it!
<Public> God of Hentai says, "NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOo"
<Public> Mirror Orange :o
Peter Griffin just +icfingered you.
<Public> God of Hentai says, "YOU HAVE GONE TOO FAIR!"
<Public> God of Hentai says, "*Far"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: God of Catgirls and Catboys smites Io with his unbridled WRATH.
<Public> Censor Bar censors that, too! >:O
<Public> Peter Griffin says, "Whoa, whoa whoa. Whoa. Whoa. Whoa."
<Public> God of Hentai shows Io the GODLESS internet Hentai.
<Public> Whoa Man says, "I know kung-fu!"
<Public> Io deflects.
<Public> Censor Bar says, "Like whoa!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Anakin Skywalker attacks the Jedi and kills a bunch of kids.
<Public> >"< Arcturus uses my new power to fire Neo Arcadia.
<Public> Wuvvable Magical Girl Sailor Rose says, "But we just got hired!"
<Public> Obi Wan Durandal says, "Io, the crazy people are frightening the children."
<Public> Duo says, "I hereby declare the game to be over."
<Public> The Children cower in the corner.
<Public> Censor Bar :(
<Public> Censor Bar protects the children!
<Public> Sewa says, "Hi Duo!"
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "Is that the real Duo?"
<Public> Censor Bar says, "Because that's what a censor bar does!"
<Public> Flame Man says, "Duo be straight ballin'."
<Public> >"< Arcturus says, "Hi Duo who is most certainly not Sy"
<Public> Duo says, "Also, Gamera protects the children."
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "Ah, that explains it."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Red-Nosed Reindeer says, "FU FU FU"
<Public> Sewa says, "Hey, you're not Duo. That makes me a sad kitty."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Optical Mouse says, "FEAR MY WRATH"
<Public> Mid-Boss, Kanissa 
<Public> Sewa >;;<
@name me="Trackball Mouse"
Name set.
<Public> Mid-Boss, Kanissa starts killing.
<Public> Trackball Mouse says, "No, fear /mine/!"
<Public> Kaiser Sigma says, "Fear me!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Optical Mouse says, "Why you!  C'mere, you hussy!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "gb2DP!"
<Public> Trackball Mouse rolls on Sigma. >:O
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Optical Mouse lumbers toward Trackball Mouse!
<Public> Trackball Mouse z@@m
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Optical Mouse says, "You were always a dirty whore!"
<Public> Sewa says, "It's like a giant Triad MUSH."
<Public> >"< Pluto says, "hey everybody, I quit. Sewa is the new coding kitty"
<Public> Kaiser Sigma apocalypse cannons Trackball with his l33t powaz.
<Public> Trackball Mouse aiiies!
<Public> Sewa says, "Except rated PG-13."
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "Check +admin for yourself"
<Public> Trackball Mouse says, "Triad MUSH?"

================================ Online Admin ================================
Name (Alias)        Idl Position                               Status       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sewa  (Hades)        0s Code / Hunter Wizard                   On Duty        
Io  (I)              0s Neo Arcadian Patron Deity of Red Tape  On Duty        
Mesarthim  (Mesa)    0s Civilian Staff & Finny Friend          IMMORTAL (on)  
Drew Gerald Alvein   0s Co-director/Full Metal Charstaffer     On-Duty        
==============================================================================

<Public> Sewa says, "Awesome."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "This isn't like Triad MUSH at all!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Rise of the Triad LIVES AGAIN.
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "yeah, people are usually nice here."
Flame Man just +icfingered you.
<Public> Masamune says, "Ok."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: George Broussard says, "I'll change my name WHEN IT'S DONE!"
<Public> Murasame says, "What?"
<Public> Sewa says, "There we go."
@name me="Rainbow Jarc"
Name set.
<Public> Rainbow Jarc squawks!
<Public> Masamune cackles!
<Public> Masamune hands over the yarn.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: George Broussard programs a really old game and spells his name wrong!
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: George Broussad says, "OH NEOS"
<Public> The Combat Code turns off.
<Public> Sewa plays with yarn. @~~
<Public> Mirror Orange :(
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: A Really Sexy Catboy mews.
<Public> Flame Man says, "Oh, I need to be healed again."
Flame Man just +icfingered you.
<Public> The Combat Code says, "Sorry, I quit"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: A Really Sexy Catboy says, "Love me! >"< <3"
<Public> GunsGuns Gunsosaur says, "I'm not a stereotype! Really!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Twelve's Greatest Nightmare says, "FU FU FU"
<Public> Io slays.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Tresni Fles says, "You sure, hot stuff?"
<Public> Pluto logs off for tonight. Reset will be some time tomorrow morning whenever I wake up.
<Public> Io also slays. With PLOT DEVICES.
<Public> Gun Wolf says, "I'm an original concept."
<Public> Sewa says, "IF you wake up"
<Public> Sewa says, "DUN DUN DUN"
<Public> Pluto says, "Scary."
<Public> BAM! Gunsguns says, "No /I'm/ an original concept"
<Public> BAM! Gunsguns looks around for Sy <.<
<Public> BAM! Gunsguns Dinosaur says, "Oops"
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel says, "I AM A DIRTY MAVERICK"
<Public> Petite Hat, Nova says, "Go take a bath."
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel says, "I HATE THE SQUISHIES"
<Public> Tentacle Monster says, "Well, the wonderful 'who' command is good for telling you who people are."
<Public> The Plot Device says, "That was completely natural."
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel listens to Nova.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Imaginary Numberis belatedly SLAIN!
<Public> The Plot Device says, "He just died, no write-ins here. Move along."
<Public> Really Unusual Asian Name says, "Yar."
<Public> Obi Wan Durandal says, "So is +finger."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Harry Stu returns to life with the most retarded excuse EVER!
<Public> Io says, "Augh!"
Announcement: Pluto shouts, "Have fun yall. Should anyone actually feel like arranging RP or serious game discussion tonight, please reserve <RP!> for that purpose. Anyway, Night M3."
<Public> Dash says, "Night Pluto."
<Public> Masamune says, "Light"
<Public> Masamune says, "Er Night."
<Public> Rainbow Jarc says, "Sleep well! ^^;"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Johnny 69 says, "I hid myself while I tried to repair myself!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Alternative Rock says, "...I've got better!"
@name me="Classic Rock"
Name set.
<Public> Classic Rock > ALL!
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel is better than Rock.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Salmon Cracker says, "I'm better than ALL OF YOU."
Digital Ringhals has connected.
You say, "y hello thar"
Dash glomps.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: WILD MELON says, "MWA HA HA."
<Public> Masamune says, "I have RAPID BLINK!"
<Public> Io says, "You missed Salmon Cracker."
Dash says, "Don't worry Digi, everyone's @naming themselves. Have fun. XD"
Digital Ringhals says, "..."
You say, "fu fu fu"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Ampersand says, "I did not!"
Dash logged on to see Terry Bogard and Iori. Oh, and Darth Sheena.
<Public> Masamune says, "I HAVE KIDNAPPED CIEL?!  ARE YOU BAD ENOUGH TO SAVE HER?!"
Classic Rock saw Return X!
<Public> Masamune says, "Oh crap, she got away."
<Public> Not my fault the 'sss' key breakssss. Digital Ringhals says, "You people never cease to confuse and frighten me...  ;)"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Ampersand!!!
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Ampersand!!! says, "There we go!
Guest just +icfingered you.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Hey Digit, look where I am."
Air Man has connected.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Mr. Kusanagi!!!
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Mr. Kusanagi!!! kidnaps a scientist.
Classic Rock plots.
<Public> You were eaten by a Grue.
<Public> Classic Rock :D
<Public> Tentacle Monster says, "Hey now."
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "Ack!"
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\    Mega Man Mush Who     \____              ____/ Sun Jul 17 22:18:25 2005 /
 \==============================\____________/==============================/
  \                                                                        /
  |--Name (Alias)----------------Fac--Idl--Con-----------------------Where-|
  |  Air Man <Fanface>            RM   0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |~~Alpha <banana>               H    0s   0s                     Midwest |
  |~~Blues <Proto>                H    0s   8m                  Unfindable |
  |~~Ciel <Shieru>                NA   0s   0s        Ciel's Quarters <CQ> |
  |  Classic Rock <Snarl>         C    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |  Colonel <Klink>              RF   0s   0s                  Quiet Room |
  |  Digital Ringhals <Snakey>    RF   0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |  Drew Gerald Alvein <Fuchi>   SD   0s  27m                  Unfindable |
  |  Dr. Wily <Wily>              RM   0s   7m                  OOC Lounge |
  |~~Durandal <Duran>             H    0s   0s Tower of Light - Laboratory |
  |  Enker <E>                    RM   0s   0s                  Quiet Room |
  |~~Flam <Hot>                   RM   0s   0s Teleportation Area--Skull M |
  |  Guest <g0>                   ?    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |  Guest4 <g4>                  ?    0s   0s              Character Room |
  |~~Guts Man <guts>              RM   0s  12m  Skull Monument - Underdark |
  |  Io <I>                       SD   0s   0s                  Unfindable |
  |~~Llama <Gus>                  NA   0s   0s    Neo Arcadia HQ - Medical |
  |~~Magical Girl Sailor Rose <rosNA   0s   0s            Rose's Room <RR> |
  |~~Masamune <Hydra>             M    0s   0s Neo Arcadia HQ - Tank Hanga |
  |  Mesarthim <Mesa>             SD   0s  30m                  Unfindable |
  |~~Mirror Orange <MO>           NA   0s   0s Neo Arcadia HQ - Tank Hanga |
  |~~Mr. Kusanagi <Kangaman>      RF   0s   7m Fortress V - Medical Center |
  |~~Nova <>                      C    0s  22m Eurasia - Empire Central Sq |
  |~~Saruman <Doppler>            M    0s   0s Science Area - Basilisk Sta |
  |~~Sewa <Sewra>                 C    0s   0s Tower of Light - Laboratory |
  |~~Sheena <Goldie>              NA   0s   0s    Neo Arcadia HQ - Medical |
  |~~Shield <shi>                 H    0s   0s   Tower of Light - Barracks |
  |  Tentacle Monster <Sy>        ?    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |  Top Man <Top>                RM   0s  28m                Meeting Room |
  |~~Viris <sis>                  RF   0s   0s Tower of Light - Laboratory |
  |~~Windows 2000-kun <Aus>       H    0s   0s Cyberspace - Pacific Rim Sy |
  |  You <Rendar>                 I    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |--Players On:  32--------- Total Ever:  848541 ---------Record On: 126--|
  / Mush Poll: Zany Server Hijinx!                                         \
 /==========================______          ______==========================\
/ Uptime: 30m 37s          /      \        /      \   3 Online Staff Members \
===========================        \______/        ===========================

<Public> Not my fault the 'sss' key breakssss. Digital Ringhals says, "This is nuts.  :)"
<Public> Tentacle Monster says, "Jav, you must rename yourself to @."
<Public> Io brings out the tommygun.
<Public> Classic Rock says, "Yes!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Tough luck!
<Public> Sewa says, "Rock!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Beef says, "I REFUSE TO WEAR PANTS."
<Public> Sewa says, "I mean Snookums!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Beef Minimo says, "No, seriously."
<Public> Classic Rock says, "Rock is here?"
Lightning Liontaur has connected.
<Public> Sewa says, "oh, no, you're fake"
<Public> Sewa punches you in face.
Sewa just +icfingered you.
<Public> Classic Rock says, "I'm /Classic/ Rock--ow!"
<Public> Sewa punches AGAIN
Dash just +icfingered you.
<Public> Sewa punch punch punch punch
<Public> Sewa throw!
<Public> Classic Rock ow ow ow ow ;_;
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Orochinagi Fighters 3: The King of Karate 2003
<Public> Classic Rock crashes!
<Public> Not my fault the 'sss' key breakssss. Digital Ringhals says, "Out of curiosity, what started all this?  :)"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "I blame Pluto."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Daigohji, Twelve, and Rikka Racing.
<Public> Dash says, "The MUSH crashing, I think."
<Public> Not my fault the 'sss' key breakssss. Digital Ringhals giggles.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer says, "I'm so sexy."
Dash says, "Oh, the God of Hentai was here too."
You say, "Yup."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Guy says, "Waruku omou na!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Cody says, "Hi, I'm a convict."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Mike Haggar says, "RELEASE MY DAUGHTER, BELGER!"
<Public> Mushnet is not pleased.
@name me=MudNet
You can't give a player that name.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Dr. Wily's Eyebrows leap off his face and become sentient!
<Public> Classic Rock :O!
<Public> God of Hentai says, "Anyway."
<Public> Not my fault the 'sss' key breakssss. Digital Ringhals facedesks.
<Public> Giant Metal Giga Bowser Team appears, ransacks Dr. Wily, and leaves.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Dr. Wily's Eyebrows survive!
<Public> Giant Metal Giga Bowser Team then loses to Jigglypuff.
<Public> Llama says, "Actually they'd probably hold up well against Jigglypuff since being Giant and Metal makes it, uh, really hard for you to flinch until you get into the really high percentages."
@name me=Houndoom
Name set.
<Public> Houndoom raaar.
<Public> Giant Metal Giga Bowser Team says, "Who's flinching. Rest will blow them off the sides and they can't jump back."
Dr. Wily's Eyebrows just +icfingered you.
<Public> Houndoom torches things. <3
<Public> Giant Metal Giga Bowser Team says, "And it's not like Rest is gonna -miss- a mod of giant Giga Bowsers."
<Public> Giant Metal Giga Bowser Team says, "mob"
<Public> Io says, "Jigglypuff's Rest is indeed extremely powerful. But in training it barely moves a Super Mushroom'd Metal Bowser."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Ganondorf eats a Poison Mushroom!
<Public> Houndoom says, "Rest only affects the user. :("
<Public> Giant Metal Giga Bowser Team says, "hmm."
<Public> Dash rghaoghgkahgd POKEMON BATTLE!
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Shrunken Ganondorf somehow sounds exactly like Till Lindemann!
<Public> Sewa says, "does anybody here have the Paranoia Agent opening theme?"
Guts Man has arrived.
Guts Man returns from ICness.
<Public> Houndoom doesn't, sorry.
You say, "Guts!"
Guts Man says, "Ah!"
<Public> Dash says, "That is the strangest opening I believe I've ever seen."
Cut Man has arrived.
Cut Man returns from ICness.
Cut Man enters the Meeting Room.
Cut Man has left.
Cut Man arrives from the Meeting Room.
Cut Man has arrived.
Houndoom jumps on Cut!
Cut Man says, "HOLY!"
<Public> Giant Metal Crazy Hand Team says, "Now if you're looking for something that won't flinch..."
Cut Man says, "THE WORLD IS DOO--*DUCK!*"
Houndoom crash! ;_;
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "I hear it's a weird anime. I like weird."
Cut Man says, "IT IS TO MY JOB TO SAVE IT!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Nine Inch Nails.
Cut Man embarks on a magical journey
<Public> Houndoom says, "It's a very weird show."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "AHA.  MY TRUE IDENTITY"
<Public> Houndoom likes it!
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "FOULA BOMINATIONS!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "I, THE MIGHTY CUT MAN, SHALL KICK YOU OFF THIS MUSH!"
<Public> Dash watched one episode, which started with a sex scheme.
<Public> Houndoom Crunches Cut. >:E
<Public> God of Hentai says, "Go IC cut"
<Public> Dash just kind of went okaaaaay, and backed away slowly.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Cutter!"
<Public> Dash says, "Err, scene, now scheme. Curses."
Sy has disconnected.
Cut Man gets off his butt and goes IC.
Cut Man has left.
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "You shall all be defeated by the power of the Mamacita Armor!"
Dash gets off his butt and goes IC.
Dash has left.
<Public> Houndoom fears.
<Public> Dr. Wily says, "So what's going on? Retcon day RP?"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "Your Mamacita Armor is nothing compared to my..."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "...REDESIGN BLAST."
<Public> Io says, "Your SDM!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "I should totally RP being in NA."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring blasts Cut Man with the Redesign Blast and turns him into a fox with too many scars and guns.
<Public> Llama says, "It's tonight or never!"
<Public> Houndoom says, "Wily, your eyebrows went rogue awhile ago. :("
Io just +icfingered you.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Dr. Wily's Eyebrows fufufu!
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Doctor!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "We must save the world from thoses abominations!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "No!  You are no longer Cut Man!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "I'm I?"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "You are Hiro Stallone the Twenty-Fourth Esquire VII!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Lies!"
<Public> Io is the only one who can counter the Redesign Blast! PAPERWORK BUSTER!!!
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "agh ded"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Awesome, a Stardroid on my side!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring uses RESURRECTION.
<Public> Io says, "Yeah, you have a pretty good surgeon."
<Public> Steven Seagal fights through the entire Yakuza by himself.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "Yeah!  Break those necks, man!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring uses the Redesign Blast on the God of Hentai and turns him into the God of Rum!
<Public> God of Hentai deflects.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring is transformed into...
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker says, "...Well, crap, where'd my house go?"
Cut Man has arrived.
Cut Man returns from ICness.
Cut Man flexes.
Houndoom :O
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker says, "What am I doing on a gigantic battleship!?"
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "it's a very weird opening which is why I want it"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker says, "...This'll take getting used to."
Cut Man gets off his butt and goes IC.
Cut Man has left.
<Public> Haruko Haruhara beams Alpha with a Rickenbacker.
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Also, I seem stuck in the repair chamber."
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "Bad housekeeper!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker says, "...Uh... Hello?  Anyone?"
<Public> Wuvvable Rosa Mendez says, "What do you want?"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker says, "I was sitting at my computer typing up silly poses and then I suddenly got teleported here.  Where am I?"
<Public> Haruko Haruhara also nails Naota, causing giant robots to come from his head.
<Public> BAM! Nouta aughs!
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker says, "...This is the strangest graduation night ever."
@name me=Canti
Name set.
<Public> Canti o/`
Eric Baker just +icfingered you.
<Public> Mirror Orange :o
Haruko Haruhara just +icfingered you.
<Public> Canti sets up a boombox that loops "Ride on Shooting Star". ^^
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "I totaly win."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Again!"
<Public> God of Hentai says, "Dude, MACRO!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "It's called 'typing really fu**"/$ing fast'."
<Public> God of Hentai says, "What up now?"
<Public> God of Hentai says, "NOTHING"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker says, "Somebody please get me out of this digital insanity!"
<Public> Crazy Announcer Guy says, "EXXXXTTREEEEME TYYYPPPPIIIINGGG!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker falls over.
<Public> Canti kills the crazy announcer. D:
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "I LOVE Rodney from Stargate Atlantis"
<Public> Canti :D
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "I desire A-Blink!"
<Public> God of Hentai says, "Oh crap, you are Dash"
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "Hey, get back inside you crazy robot!"
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "Someone might see you!"
<Public> Canti says, "Who's Dash?"
<Public> Canti says, "Er."
<Public> Dash cackles.
@name me=Juno
Name set.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker says, "...I bet my mom's putting up "Have You Seen Me" signs by now."
<Public> Juno :D
<Public> Dash says, "OHSNAP."
Dash just +icfingered you.
<Public> Dash fights.
<Public> Juno lasers!
<Public> Dash says, "FOR JUSTICE!"
<Public> Juno says, "For.. duty, I think!"
<Public> Juno says, "Programming!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Eric Baker says, "Wait... wait... What is this light doin--"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "...Awwww!"
Alpha just +icfingered you.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "And I was just about to turn his whole house green!"
<Public> Dash says, "Oh dear."
<Public> BAM! Nouta merges with Canti to kick butt
<Public> Yoda Alpha smacks Solar again
<Public> Juno says, "Canti transformed into me--ow!"
<Public> Dash cues the awesome music.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Henshin a go-go!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring uses the Redesign Blast on Juno and turns him into a sexy fox.
<Public> Juno BRBs to get more soda. >_>
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "Mmm, beer...."
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "I mean, I'm underage."
<Public> Haruko Haruhara Rickenbackers again.
<Public> Juno says, "You don't like bitter drinks. :("
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "It's too sour!"
<Public> Juno says, "Ah, whichever. :D"
<Public> Neo .

(Neo = Dash)

<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "No!  You are not Juno!"
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "Woah."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Green Herring says, "you are a sexy fox!"
@name me="Agent Smith"
Name set.
<Public> Agent Smith says, "Fu fu fu!"
The Green Herring just +icfingered you.
<Public> Agent Smith says, "I am Smith. >:O"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "You! Agent Smith!"
<Public> Neo slo-mo battles.
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Come get some!"
<Public> Agent Smith fights dirty.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Burly Brawl occurs.
<Public> Agent Smith infects a bunch of people to make Smith-clones.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Ned the Pizzaman says, "Here is your pizza, Mr. SmiASFHALKFHJDFHALKFJKADHFKJADLHADFL"
<Public> Agent Smith muahahaha!
<Public> John Constantine quickly swaps movies.
<Public> Agent Smith suddenly realizes the local theater never got Constantine! ;_;
<Public> Agent Smith says, "Sucks that I never realize these things until long after the movie's out of theaters. :/"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Poor foolish fool!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Now excuse me while I lay waste of the Neo Arcadia Base."
<Public> Wuvvable Rosa Mendez says, "Excuse me?"
<Public> Wuvvable Rosa Mendez knucklecracks.
<Public> Mirror Orange defends NA!
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Let's gestalt, Rosa."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Darth Vader says, "NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"
<Public> Wuvvable Rosa Mendez says, "I am not becoming a super orange."
<Public> Mirror Orange cries.
<Public> Mirror Orange is actually a skinner.
<Public> Wuvvable Rosa Mendez says, "Eww."
@name me="egnarO rorriM"
Name set.
<Public> egnarO rorriM is Mirror in the Mirrorverse!
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Yegads!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "It's like some sort of ... reflection!"
<Public> egnarO rorriM sagenod.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "I can actually pronounce Egnaro Rorrim."
<Public> egnarO rorriM says, "As can I."
<Public> egnarO rorriM says, "But then, it /is/ my name. <_< >_>"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Totally."
<Public> egnarO rorriM says, "Completely."
<Public> A sexy kangaroo has appeared.
<Public> egnarO rorriM reflects.
<Public> Mirror Orange refracts.
<Public> A sexy kangaroo has its sexiness reflected!?
<Public> egnarO rorriM says, "Darn straight."
Io just +icfingered you.
<Public> A sexy kangaroo poses.  "I'm so hot!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "One second."
<Public> egnarO rorriM says, "Time's up."
<Public> egnarO rorriM peers at Cut?
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man whistles idly.
<Public> egnarO rorriM :O
<Public> A sexy kangaroo winks at everyone.
<Public> egnarO rorriM reflects. D:
Dash has arrived.
Dash returns from ICness.
You say, "Dash!"
Interpol Ride Armor <Thunderball> has arrived.
Dash drops Interpol Ride Armor <Thunderball>.
egnarO rorriM :O!
Lightning Liontaur says, "..."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Damn, RCs dont work."
<Public> A sexy kangaroo sees her winking in the reflection!
A sexy kangaroo just +icfingered you.
<Public> Jetter! Top Man blinks, "Okay, is the MUSH no longer keeping track of time? :D
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "Apparently not."
<Public> Io says, "Up until the server move is complete, anyway."
<Public> Jetter! Top Man nods
<Public> Io says, "Until then, raise hell."
<Public> A sexy kangaroo winks at Io. <3
<Public> egnarO rorriM ahhs.
<Public> egnarO rorriM woots!
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Toppy!"
<Public> Io stamps OM
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "IO!"
<Public> egnarO rorriM adopts a baby Hell. <3
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "So basically we'll get our database back as soon as the move is complete?"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "I want a Mamacita Armor form!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Io, I want Ablink."
<Public> Jetter! Top Man is idling to discuss roleplaying stuff with his buddies.
<Public> Io says, "No."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "So I can spread Neo Arcadian joy everywhere."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Awe."
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "Can we just have T_port anywhere, then? ;)"
<Public> A sexy kangaroo says, "Give me love!"
<Public> Not my fault the 'sss' key breakssss. Digital Ringhals snickers.  Resists urge to ask something silly...
<Public> egnarO rorriM says, "Ask it!"
Interpol Ride Armor <Thunderball> has left.
Dash takes Interpol Ride Armor <Thunderball>.
<Public> Dash says, "It can't get much worse than it already is. XD"
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "This is insane every time we do it :D"
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "Once a year, I swear."
<Public> Rush Raccoon says, "Can I have Buster!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "WATCH ME +BLINK INTO OUTERSPACE!"
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "Three people have buster."
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "You're too late. :)\"
<Public> Dash says, "Where from Cut?"
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "You had to page plut with twinkplz."
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "ANd you were too late! ;)"
<Public> Rush Raccoon says, "I did. ;_;"
<Public> egnarO rorriM assassinates one of them. Now a slot is free!
<Public> Jetter! Top Man idles once more, to talk with his buddies
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "...I dunno!"
<Public> Rush Raccoon says, "can I get Rush grenade upgrade to a Level 10 attack then for a bit!? :D"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man want a Mamacita Armor. ;_;
<Public> A sexy kangaroo says, "Oh noes! ;_;"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man cries. Lamer!
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "Fwah."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Come back here and fight like a man!"
<Public> egnarO rorriM says, "Are the guests able to use @name now?"
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "Let's find out!"

<Guests> Guest2 has connected to the MUSH.
<Guests> egnarO rorriM says, "Greetings, G2!"
<Guests> Mirror Orange waves.
<Guests> Guest2 says, "No, guests cannot rename themselves"
<Guests> egnarO rorriM says, "Ahh."
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "oh"
<Guests> Guest2 has disconnected.
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "I'm a gotard."
<Guests> egnarO rorriM says, "Me too. :D;"
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "No, you're a dratog."
<Guests> egnarO rorriM says, "Oh, right, right."
<Guests> egnarO rorriM says, "Dratog sounds like something related to Hyenard, though."

<Public> Ares says, "Can someone tell me what a personal Story Arc is?"
<Public> egnarO rorriM says, "A story arc that primarily revolves around oneself? (I'm just guessing. ^^;)"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Like, a personal TP?"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Force says, "FOOLS."
<Public> egnarO rorriM says, "Oh snap"
<Public> Mirror Orange points at Egnaro. "MYSTERIOUS TIME STREAMS EVOLVE YOU!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut says, "Oh snap indeed!"
<Public> BAM! Nouta says, "Ooh."
<Public> egnarO rorriM :O
<Public> Ares nods
Fujita Garou has connected.
You say, "Arr."
<Public> Fujita Garou says, "Yargh."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Yo."
<Public> egnarO rorriM evolves!
@name me="Dark Side of the Force"
Name set.
<Public> Dark Side of the Force says, "Muah HAH HAH"
Spike Rosered has connected.
You say, "Hello SPIKE."
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "Pfft."
Wind Crow has connected.
Spike Rosered says, "Hey."
<Public> Dark Side of the Force influences chaos, mayhem, suffering, etc.
<Public> BAM! Shield can do all that without the force.
<Public> Dark Side of the Force :(
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "Course that's usually a result of me trying to help people. But the point is I can, and do, do that often :)"

<Guests> Guest2 has connected to the MUSH.
<Guests> Dark Side of the Force waves to G2.
<Guests> Guest2 waves.
<Guests> Guest2 peers. "I see someone's having fun with names."
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "Most of us are."
<Guests> Dark Side of the Force innocents. o/`
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "We're just having fun while the server is down."

Dash gets off his butt and goes IC.
Dash has left.
Dash has arrived.
Dash returns from ICness.
Pony has left.
Dash takes Pony.
Dash burps.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Passion Hyena says, "Spike Rosered."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Passion Hyena says, "We must have a pose-off. <3"
Guest2 just +icfingered you.
Dark Side of the Force :O
<Public> Spike Rosered ?
Pony has arrived.
Dash drops Pony.
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "A pose off?"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "As in striking poses like a supermodel."
<Guests> Guest2 nods. "Well, I guess I should get back to work on my application. Hopefully I'll actually be able to get some solid work done on it this time."
Windows 2000-kun has arrived.
Windows 2000-kun returns from ICness.
Dark Side of the Force waves to Windows-kun.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Passion Hyena says, "+o-rep :waves. <32"
<Public> Dark Side of the Force :D
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Passion Hyena poses like a model!
<Public> BAM! Shield takes pictures.
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "With a gun."

Guest2 has arrived.
Dark Side of the Force waves to G2!
Dr. Wily has arrived.
Dr. Wily returns from ICness.
Digital Ringhals has disconnected.
Air Man has disconnected.
Quint has arrived.
Quint returns from ICness.
Quint says, "Guh. So, 'sup."
Dash says, "Quint!"
Guts Man says, "Crazy!"
Dash says, "Everything's crazy."
Dark Side of the Force fu fu fu
Dash says, "See?"
Quint says, "Yeah, so I gathered."
Quint says, "Anyhoo, I think I'm gonna split. I've got a nasty cough, sound like I have laryngitis even though I don't, and would like to sleep."
You say, "Awww."
Quint says, "See y'all tomorrow-ish."
You say, "Yes, sleep!"
You say, "Feel better."
Quint has disconnected.
Dash aws.
Dark Side of the Force updates the layout of her board archive. 6.6
Dr. Wily just +icfingered you.
Dark Side of the Force morphs back into herself!
@name me="Solar Stega"
Name set.
Solar Stega stretches.
Ice Man has arrived.
Ice Man returns from ICness.
Solar Stega waves to Ice.
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "Join the Jav Fan Club today!"
Ice Man says, "Howdy."
<Public> Solar Stega :D
Solar Stega is suddenly struck by an idea!
@name me="Microraptor Bwee"
Name set.
Dash morphs into Snarl's evil twin!
You say, "BWEEE."
Lunar Stega cackles.
Microraptor Bwee :D!
You say, "Can we get a Stellar Stega, too?"
Dr. Wily just +icfingered you.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "I'm my own fan club."
You say, "Or a Terran Stega. :D"
Guts Man says, "Bwee!"
<Public> Microraptor Bwee says, "BWEEEEEE."
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "Bah."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "What's bwee from?"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: The Mirror Orange Fan Club wais.
<Public> Microraptor Bwee says, "It's from Halo Hare!"
Assault Kangaroo just +icfingered you.
<Public> Microraptor Bwee says, "Read Spica's quotepage. :D"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "I don't know who that is."
Macroraptor Wry eyes.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "(Halo, that is)"
<Public> Gemma says, "Someone ancient."
Microraptor Bwee :O!
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "I see."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Also, are the boxes still down?"
<Public> Dash says, "Greetings, Gem."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Oh, wait, that was a retarded question."
Burner Man has arrived.
Burner Man returns from ICness.
Burner Man has disconnected.
<Public> Gemma is not going to hand out any chars in this condition because we're restoring from a backup.
<Public> Microraptor Bwee says, "By a fluke, she was suddenly, informally promoted to colonel, and it was declared that Repliforce's battlecry would be BWEE."
<Public> Gemma says, "And that might mess things up."
<Public> Microraptor Bwee says, "Or something along those lines. =o"
<Public> Mirror Orange nods.
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "Gasp."
Shield just +icfingered you.
Mirror Orange has arrived.
Mirror Orange returns from ICness.
Dash clings.
<Public> Microraptor Bwee says, "(The only reason I know this is because I read Spica's page thoroughly. o/`)"
<Public> Gemma says, "Boxes still down though."
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "I dont know why, but I still think "seahorse" whenever I hear Halo Hare"
Mirror Orange says, "!"
<Public> BAM! Shield misses the original Bwee
Windows 2000-kun has disconnected.
<Public> Microraptor Bwee says, "How do you get seahorse out of Halo Hare? D:"
<Public> BAM! Shield says, "I have no idea"

<Guests> Guest5 has connected to the MUSH.
<Guests> Microraptor Bwee says, "Greetings, G5!"
<Guests> Guest4 says, "Heya, G5."
<Guests> Guest5 says, "Guests are the best. We shall take over."
<Guests> Microraptor Bwee says, "Will you be forming the Guestinator?"
<Guests> Guest4 says, "Guest power!"
<Guests> Guest5 says, "Guestination for great justice!"
<Guests> Guest says, "...whoa.  Holy crap.  The RMs got the BN Masters?"
<Guests> Guest says, "When the heck did this happen?"
<Guests> Cygnus says, "A few days ago."
<Guests> Microraptor Bwee says, "A couple days ago, I think."
<Guests> Guest says, "Holy green gobs of monkey poo."
<Guests> Mesarthim says, "In a good way, I hope."
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "Yep."
<Guests> Guest5 says, "Well, well, if it isn't the resident fish."
...
<Guests> Gemma added the BN people for three reasons. One, because Omicron had two guys in it and look really sad. Two, as a way of going 'hay guys is this a good idea to do?'  Three because the RMs wanted 'new game love' which they so rarely get 'cause other factions get new FCs during TPs but not usually them.
<Guests> Guest had him since Dec. '01.
<Guests> Microraptor Bwee says, "September 7th! (woo for board archives /o/;)"
<Guests> Mirror Orange came around September but never saw any Sword Man.
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "Oh, no wonder."
<Guests> Guest says, "Just as long as Yamato doesn't get renamed JapanMan."
<Guests> Guest says, "Otherwise, I hurt someone."
<Guests> Microraptor Bwee heh heh heh.
@name me="Japan Man"
Name set.
<Guests> Japan Man says, "fu fu fu. >_>"
<Guests> Gemma phased out or otherwise made rid of the femmes.
<Guests> Guest says, "And...as long as Sword doesn't become a giant sword, either."
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "Yegads."
<Guests> Gemma says, "BECAUSE I AM EVIL"
<Guests> Guest says, "Yes, I remember that much."
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "Serenade died recently."
<Guests> Gemma says, "Laser Man has something that only works in a post e-ring environment."
<Guests> Guest says, "...only recently?"
<Guests> Japan Man says, "What happened to Serenade anyway? o.o"
<Guests> Gemma says, "Yeah, she was hard to get rid of"
<Guests> Guest thought she got killed off way back when.
<Guests> The Ghost of Serenade says, "Gemma i hat u :("
<Guests> Guest says, "That brought a tear to my eye...but then again, I think I really was one of the few people that actually liked the Femmes.  ^^;"
<Guests> Mesarthim says, "The femmes were kind of an awkward fit. Serenade is actually the only one that died; the others retired."
@name me=SerenadeEXE
Name set.
<Guests> SerenadeEXE >:O
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "Ruh roh."
<Guests> Gemma says, "BUT I like the new BN Masters"
<Guests> Gemma says, "They are cool"
<Guests> Gemma says, "And they are not OFCs"
<Guests> Elec Man says, "I'll second that."
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "They are."
<Guests> SerenadeEXE says, "They're nifty. :3"
<Guests> Gemma isn't big on the OFCs
<Guests> Elec Man says, "What constitutes an OFC?"
<Guests> Gemma says, "Someone who isn't in any of the games but the staff just invents out of their own heads."
<Guests> Mesarthim says, "Original characters that the staff created and made 'permanent'."
<Guests> Gemma says, "Then makes into an FC."
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "Like Ten and Chi and Jazz and Sonata."
<Guests> Guest says, "Jazz and Sonata, for example."
<Guests> Gemma says, "(Despite the fact that Serenade is a canon name, a fact of which I am aware, it was a different character here entirely)"
<Guests> Mesarthim says, "Staff sometimes come up with original characters - I invented the creator of bioroids, for instance - but we're trying to minimize that."
<Guests> Guest says, "...CURRRRRRRSEEEESSSSSS</Mojo>"
<Guests> Gemma says, "The FC list has gotten huge"
<Guests> Mirror Orange totally beat the guest.
<Guests> Gemma says, "With almost all only game characters"
<Guests> Guest says, "This is me frowning, however, at the lack of a Kendo Man.  :("
<Guests> Guest says, "Or a Video Man."
<Guests> SerenadeEXE says, "Videoooo Maaaaaan. XD"
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "No, no."
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "Foot Man."
<Guests> Elec Man groans.
<Guests> SerenadeEXE snickers.
<Guests> Elec Man says, "Let us never speak of Foot Man again."
<Guests> Gemma says, "Bowl Man isn't enough?"
<Guests> Guest5 says, "There's never been a Mail Man or Milk Man. Both make me sad."
<Guests> Guest says, "Foot Man is the Brian Battler of Megaman.  Thus, he is expendable and should in fact be mocked for his pointlessness.  :P"
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "His quote would be like 'GOLD TEAM RULES!' and he'd call Wily 'Coach Wily'."
@name me="Swallow Man"
Name set.
<Guests> Elec Man says, "...okay, that would be pretty funny."
<Guests> Swallow Man swoop!
<Guests> Guest says, "..."
<Guests> Guest summons Jet Man to crash into Swallow Man.  c_c
Guest2 just +icfingered you.
<Guests> Swallow Man dodges!
<Guests> Spit Man says, "Swallow. My old nemesis."
<Guests> Swallow Man :(
<Guests> Guest watches Jet Man cra....
<Guests> Guest says, "..."
<Guests> Elec Man says, "Heh heh heh!"
<Guests> Guest says, "That's it, Night Folks, show's over."
<Guests> Guest3 laughs. "Anyhoo, um, another app related question, sort of."
<Guests> Guest3 says, "What's a 'Leutant'? -_-"
<Guests> Guest says, "It's a Mutant Lieutenant."
<Guests> Guest3 grins.
<Guests> Mirror Orange says, "Dirtymaverickese for Lieutenant!"
<Guests> Swallow Man says, "It's the pre-evolution of a Lieutenant!"
Tetsuo Sakizaki just +icfingered you.
<Public> Crawling in My Tetsuo Sakizaki says, "wait a minute"
<Guests> Guest says, "I like my definition better."
Dr. Wily just +icfingered you.
<Public> Swallow Man ahahahaha.
<Public> Crawling in My Tetsuo Sakizaki says, "WHY IS DOPPLER SARUMAN"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "He is Saruman."
<Guests> Guest3 laughs, "Dirtymaverickese, eh? Is it required to be fluent in that to app for a Maverick?"
@name me=Akira
Name set.
<Public> Akira blows stuff up!
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut says, "MINESOTA!"
<Public> Akira blows up Minesota?
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut rolling cutters Akira.
<Public> Akira blows up. :(
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut punches. :(
<Public> Akira supposes this would work better if I'd actually seen the movie.
<Public> Akira says, "Or finished reading the manga. :D"
<Public> Akira will be right back, too.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut transmits, "Man! The world feel so different!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut transmits, "I blame it on eldritch horrors."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Guts Man transmits, "I blame it on teenagers."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut transmits, "Arent they the same?"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Arghargrh, this CD doesn't work."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Guts Man transmits, "Probably."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Tetsuo Sakizaki transmits, "Hhmp."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "It a fine day ... to KILL REPLOID."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Haw haw haw."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut transmits, "I'm not even a reploid, man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Guts Man transmits, "Then we have nothing to fear."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut transmits, "Like we HAVE something to fear."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "It a fine day ... to kill MACHINE!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut transmits, "Tell me Guts Man, are we machines?"
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "Has this degenerated into full-on OOC day?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Guts Man transmits, "I dunno, it depends on the definition of machine."
<Public> Akira says, "I think it's Full-on OOC night, anyway."
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "Super."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "I like to think we are neither man nor machine, but rather a synthesis of the two that is greater than the sum of its parts."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "We should ICly treat it as a temporary crazy alternate universe."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut transmits, "That's Cyborg, bro."
<Public> Akira mmmmcrazy.
<Public> Mirror Orange is goofing around and then when the server's back up it's normal MO!
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "I'm speaking metaphysical-like, bro."
Tetsuo Sakizaki just +icfingered you.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "None of this make sense! I think I go calm self down by stare at President's flowing manly locks."
<Public> Akira eyes her incomplete apps folder..
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Guts Man transmits, "Go hold Kilalu's hand."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut transmits, "Okay. That man need to die."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Hahhahaha."
<Public> Akira says, "It's a golden opportunity to test them! XD"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "I mean at Guts' comment."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Her hand delicate like butterfly."
<Public> Gemini Man says, "Since it's, like, Retcon Night, Mai and I should get married"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Yes."
<Public> Crawling in My Tetsuo Sakizaki says, "wait a minute"
<Guests> Guest has disconnected.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "wait what what"
<Public> Crawling in My Tetsuo Sakizaki says, "We're having a retcon night then until the server insanity is fixed then?"
<Public> Akira points Tetsuo to @name. :D
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Name yourself to Pat Man."
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man says, "A tempting prospect."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Now that's what I'm talking about."
@name me=Ayin
<Public> Ayin sneaks psuedo-IC!
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "So."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Pwn."
Cut Man just +icfingered you.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Dang. I thought conversation was supposed to--Ah, there we go."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I think not!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Oh snap."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "What that noise? I busy drinking blood of robot! Delicious!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "...Uh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Blood of robot, eh?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Dude, you are crazy in the head. Seriously."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Yes!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Riot transmits, "Shush, I'm feeding Interpols hord of mechfluid draining bubblebats, one wrong noise will sick the whole lot on me."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Where /else/ does one be crazy, anyway?"
Riot just +icfingered you.
Assault Kangaroo just +icfingered you.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Y'know, if you got the kind they sell at the cornerstore, that's just diluted ketchup. They label it that to sell to them crazy goth fellows."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin hahs.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Ohh."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo ponders acting gay on Global?
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Wouldn't diluted ketchup be tomato soup or something?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Yes."
<Public> Amish Conspiracy Member Cygnus...is not going to ask what brought that up.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "They're crafty, I tell you!"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "Random thought."
<Public> Ayin fu fu fu.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "But are they /Krafty/?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Oh Jesus."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I'm in /ANOTER DIMENSION/ agan!"
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "Say, Cygnus, any idea when the madness will end? :D"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "You are? How exciting."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Far-reaching radio you have."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gemini Man transmits, "Cut Man, this is a strange world. You should leave at once."
<Public> Amish Conspiracy Member Cygnus says, "Never!"
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "... Okay then..."
<Public> Ayin cackles.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Who might you be then, eh? EH? TELL ME RIGHT NOW OR I'LL THROW THE TV!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Damnit, if I knew how to leave, I would! Now, please, pretty please, tell me that this world don't have a Tutu Dancing Rock."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Another dimension? That not possible! It evil robot conspiracy!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...Okay, there is stupid people still, that's good to know."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Aragragrha! I angry and angst-filled like tasty donut!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Pffffffff. Pfffffff! PFFFFFF! Tutu Dancing Rock. Here, all rocks must wear flamboyant Mexican dress. And you still haven't told me who you are."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin vaguely, "Ask and you may receive out of sheer irony."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Ooo...kay."
Top Man just +icfingered you.
Colonel just +icfingered you.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I just hope this is gonna end up like the Planet of the Ape."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Not, that is."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "King Kong will probably be along shortly, if you think about it enough."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Fine, just ignore me, if that's what you like to do."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] *yaaaaaaaaaawwwwwwwwwwwn*
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "You just wait until your father gets home, then we'll see!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Alright. Okay. Gemini Man!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gemini Man transmits, "Yeah?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Ahh.... the beginning of another day."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I'll ignore you!"
Sewa just +icfingered you.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Nnnnn!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Is Dr.Wily bald or have some funky side-hairs?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gemini Man transmits, "Both." "Doctor who?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Weird! I must've been sleepwalking, because I've got a radio nearby me and I'm hearing several different voices I don't recognize!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Good. I'm not in the 'Dr. Wily is ACTUALY SIGMA'S LOVE CHILD' universe--Oh my god. You don't know who Wily is!?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gemini Man transmits, "I might just be screwing with you."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gemini Man transmits, "I do that in every dimension."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Wily? I thought he was /dead!/"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Wasn't he the janitor? Or was that Willy..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Whew."
<Public> Jetter! Top Man says, "y'know, I think I'm gonna go to bed now :)"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Hell, I don't know these things, I just party all day."
<Public> Ayin says, "Sleep well. :D"
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man says, "Night."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Nite."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gemini Man transmits, "Now if you'll excuse me, I have to go see what my wife wants."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gemini Man click.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah, you do that in /all/ the godamned dimensions--"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "What."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "I think I go kill some robot!"
<Public> Jetter! Top Man wavies, "I'll see ya'll at lunch tomorrow, maybe."
<Public> Ayin yarrs!
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "And you still haven't introduced yourself."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I /think/ that should be evident. I,m Cut Man!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I'm a figment of your imagination. o/`"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah. That's it, I'm not in anoter dimension again, and I'm just in coma!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Why does the Barracks room look so /different?/"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Probably, yeah."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Because it's a figment of Cut Man's imagination."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Well, about TIME you answered. I'm the amazing multidimensional partier Pat Man. And we're gonna have a party tonight, probably in your fridge."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "I feel like I... I'm in outer /space/ or something!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "My fridge is pretty small."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "At least I'm not in a mountain /again/. Oh. Awesome. Anoter Multidimensional traveler."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "No place is too small to party."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I once partied between two atoms."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "That was one hell of a party."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Cool."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Impressive."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Wasn't /I/ one of those atoms?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena giggles. "Oh well, at least all of my beautiful fellow Mavericks are still he--"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Wait, why's Morph Moth alive?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Maverick!? Where?!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "You may have been. I don't keep track of these things."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Tell me I'm not the only one not native to this insanity."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I just said I was multidimensional. Technically I'm not native to any place."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Right, right. Except you."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Unless you count Gloversville, but that's less a "place" and more of a... a..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Well, imagine the most boring place you can think of."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I imagine alright."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Put a crappy nightclub and two bars in it."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "And... and why is it that when I look on the Internet, I see that there are wholly different people ruling th--"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Then a really AWESOME bowling alley."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Ooo."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...This... This reminds me of the time /before/ Sigma took over the planet!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "A local video rental store, some convenience centers..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Whe... Where am I!?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "If the alley is so awesome, how is the town the most boring place ever?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "A Wal-Mart and a Super Price Chopper"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I never said it was the most boring place ever."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Don't forget the Deliverance Guys."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "It was implied."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Sigma, take over the planet? He only managed to take over a No-Man Land of an europe and we just kicked his ass and his goon out of Berlin, and he's home crying."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I didn't imply anything!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Because I almost got violated by a jug band on my way to Gloversville!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "You're extrapolating wildly, sir/madam/strange third gender!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "You were asking for it, dude."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin laughs.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "I so wasn't. Rob was, though."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...This... This is not my beautiful Earth! This is not my beautiful faction!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "How in the name of Sigma did I get here!?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "It's sorta my job." Follows up in plaintext with, ":D"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Rob is /always/ asking for it."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Magic!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Someone shut that machine!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Failing that, science!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Wait just a minute, why are you here, anyway?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Or are you still in my backpack?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Little bit of both."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Blink system. I should stop ripping holes in reality."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I thought you were going to stay in the dimension of giant tomatoes for a week."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Oh well... got to check if my best friend is here too..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena <3
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Hopefully, next time I use it, this reality and pussy Maverick there's will be returned to the void."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I mean, that place was pretty sweet, and if you threw a dude into a tomato the tomato would exsplode."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Who are you people, anyway?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Mmmm, exploding tomatoes."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "I Mirror Orange, crusher of robot!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "There are many people, you have to be a bit more specific sir/madam/eldritch horror."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "He's probably from neo Arcadia."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Eldritch Horror? Me?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin hehehs.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Crusher of robot... but you have a Reploid name!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Yes!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Eldritch is just a fancy word for 'spooky'!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "(No ask me how that work.)"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...This is /twisted!/"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Hey Gauge."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Twisted and /wrong/?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Hey, I /saw/ some Eldritch Horrors."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Good thing I'm in my sexiest clothes, though. That's one good thing..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "You don't mess with them."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I was at this one dimension last year with some Eldritch Horrors, but they were kinda gimpy ones."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Which ones?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] It should be noted that Passion Hyena is speaking with a male voice.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "See, they had already eaten the universe, so it was kinda... weird."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "/Eaten/?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "I super, thanks for asking!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Wait ..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Ever been to an universe where there isn't supposed to be existence? Whoo. It's quite a ride."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Sounds rough."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah, it's special when you do it the first time."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "It's like a water slide except /everywhere./"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man mutters. "First Subspace, now this. This ain't my week."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "One moment, I have to wail on an electric guitar."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "...Can't say I've been on a waterslide."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man wails on an electric guitar.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Are any of you sexy?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...Okay, homosexuals reploids. This Dimension,s freaky."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "What kind of question is that, sir/madam/planarian?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Machine not sexy."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Shut up, you broken english speaker."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "HEY! I'm not gay!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "My fist shut you up!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange attempts to punch through the radio, but it doesn't work and that is terrible.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "What/ever/, man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Anyway, what I'm asking is if any of you are... highly attractive." <3
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...ARRRRRG."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Oh yeah, Cut Man totally is."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Audible hearts!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Wait... /Cut Man!?/"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...but... but I thought he was /killed!/"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "You and he should get together, you know... for "coffee.""
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I'm still alive and bitchin', man!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "When he and the other Alpha Robot Masters got killed in an ambush by the Magistrate!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Do you mean coffee, or... *coffee hem hem hem?*"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin hahahahs. "Never think a Robot Master is gone forever!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Oh come on. I only got killed /once/."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Killed by -who-?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Gigantic thermonuclear explosion. Back when E-RING was still operational."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "That crazy machine from other dimension where Robot Master scum dead?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...But... but now I'm hearing you're /still alive!/"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...What kind of twisted world /is/ this!?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I /was/ dead. Geeze. Stupid Reploids."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Not you, Cut; I meant, who supposedly killed us?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "I did."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Oh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "I am quite an evil mastermind, after all."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "And who the hell are -you-?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "The Mavericks!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Every Robot Master was killed!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "You should espouse your evil plans."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Clearly, I am a mastermind so evil that you won't even know to tremble in fear until it's too late!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Whoever you are."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "I thought X went batcrap and killed the RMs."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Yeah, it's that silly Dark Prophecy place, right?"
<Public> Gauge says, "X went guano?"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Yep."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Passion Hyena says, "Yeah, but there's always propaganda to alter his views. X)"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Yes. He went guano."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Dark Prophecy?"
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Passion Hyena says, "The Mavericks /did ambush the Alpha Squad and kill them, though."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "SOme angsty and dark version of M3, a sister mush."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "And the great Kaiser Sigma is in control of the Earth!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Where MAvericks took over."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Ah.  Nice."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "No he not."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I told you, Sigma couldnt take over the world even if he wanted to."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "The Coalition's kaput."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "For now, anyway."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...And now I'm reading that Neo Arcadia is some sort of anti-robot human organization! How in the name of Sigma did it change so much!?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Smashingly so, might I add."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "It's probably not a good idea to dismiss it altogether."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "World is for human!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Well, yeah, but it's gonna be a few years logicaly before they get back up."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "It's work that way."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "I didn't like Neo Arcadia in the first place, but them all being human... this... this is /outrageous!/"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Ah, maybe.. Maybe not. It's hard to tell, there's a lot of variables."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "It's like an entire faction full of ugly people!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Hey, we pretty like princess!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "YUUUCK!"
<Public> Amish Conspiracy Member Cygnus says, "And now, Cygnus sleeps."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Especially President."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Hey, beauty's in the eye of the beholder."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Kid, I've been in this war for nineteen or eighteen years."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I know how this mess work."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Wait, is there a war here?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Dunno about here."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "But mine there is."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Yeah, hard to tell."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Sweet! I love using my ridiculous powers to turn the tides of war."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Awesome."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Cool."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I'll let you know that Robot Masters party every time they can."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "And Master party are the best in the godamn Multiverse. I checked."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Oh well... if any of them get in my way... I can always give them the greatest shock therapy they'll ever have."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Holy Sigma... Re..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Repliforce is /alive?!?/"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Mavericks are all always darky and 'OMG KILL HUMANS YAYLET'S GET DRUNK WHILE FANATISING OVER NAKED PICTURES OF SIGMA', Hunters are even worse."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin snorts his soda and snickerfits.
<Public> Sewa says, "why are you guys rping with the fake names? are you different characters now or what?"
<Public> Gemini Man thinks it's meaningless screwing around.
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Yeah."
<Public> Ayin is sorta testing out a possible alt. :D
<Public> Gemini Man was going to declare my love for Mai but she isn't here. Also babies.
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Passion Hyena says, "Yeah.  It's a retcon night until the stuff is reset."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "I'm playing that the real Cut Man is lost in anoter dimension again. But yes, Retcon night!"
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "declare your love for Mai without her here. So you can tell her she missed her one chance to hear it"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Hahaha."
<Public> Gemini Man says, "ANGST"
<Public> Gauge declares his love for Mai.
<Public> Ayin says, "Get someone else to temp her! XD"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Yesss... If I can meet any of them... I'll be sure to bring them to my cause. And then I can make them the sexiest things on the planet."
<Public> Gemini Man says, "i think what's most amazing is that Gemini totally made an excuse as to why he wasn't going to be around tonight ICly, and then the server crashed"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] The Colonel transmits, "...What is this nonsense?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "This guy is freaking me out."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Colonel!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "it is clearly your fault."
<Public> Yoda Alpha says, "I bet That Terrorist crashed the mush on purpose"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "What would you b--"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Thanks god, please tell me your normal."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Kanissa!?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Oh, I'm so glad to see you!"
<Public> Gemini Man says, "The universal spirit of Gemini Man does some pretty messed up things"
<Public> Ayin hees.
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Don't worry!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "...Kanissa?"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "If we consider this IC, next time Cut Man leaves this unvierse, he'll destroy it with his amazing reality ripping action!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] The Colonel /growls/. "How /dare/ you use that name. I do not even /know/ you. I am Colonel of the Repliforce, and you will address me as such."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Wait... this isn't normal of you!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Pal, that's like calling GEneral Octavius."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Kanissa? More like, Canister!"
<Public> Ayin wants a Cut Man action figure with Reality Ripping action!
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] The Colonel transmits, "No. This is quite normal of me, I assure you.""
<Public> Mirror Orange totally burnt Colonel.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "ALright. Question, Colonel."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Did Berlin feel a week ago?"
<Public> Elec Man says, "You go, Orange!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "I thought you were our loyal killing machine who stabbed General in the back when we destroyed Repliforce HQ!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "To a crisp!"
<Public> Elec Man says, "Somebody better call the BUUURN Clinic!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] The Colonel transmits, ".......Berlin did fall a week ago, Cut Man."
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel makes Orange Juice.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Awesome. Somebody else from our godamned Dimension and not from that creep's."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Woot."
<Public> Sewa says, "Sewa can't respond to any of this, it would destroy her."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Cut Man is used to dimensional mishaps."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Cut Man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] The Colonel transmits, "....Are you telling me the portals have opened again to the Kaiser's realm?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I think."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Seems that way."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "But this place, like, crazy, man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "It's not Kaiser's."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Portals opening to the Kaiser? When did this happen?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "A few years ago. We kicked Kaiser's ass."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "You must be lying! He's alive and well!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Your probably from an micro-change dimension of that reality."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Well, robots don't generally keep their life-preserving systems in the ass, now do they?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] The Colonel rumbles.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Anyway. Colonel."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Sounds like the Dimensions are ()?"/$ed up again."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Somethin' doing it."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Dr. Light says to stop your nonsense and come home, Cut Man. Roll promises to make cookies for us!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Gotta find what."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] The Colonel transmits, "It seems so."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...Ohh, I'm looking in our Repliforce soldier database..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "--Wait, /WHAT/?"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Hahaha."
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel says, "OWNED"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Purple transmits, "It's that damn blink system of yours again. The one that breaks the world."
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[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Blues?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Purple transmits, "...No."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "...This red and orange kangaroo guy looks like an awesome man. I bet if I got my hands on him... he'll be /sexy./"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Stop shitting me. I know it's you."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Uh oh, he swore."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Red you confused me :("
<Public> Ayin slaps a censor bar on Cut!
<Public> Purple says, "HAHA."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Punish him!  Punish him!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Woops! Sorry!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Oh well, I'll deal with this 'Assault Kangaroo' guy later."
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel sunthrows Cutter.
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man sobs,.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Purple transmits, "Sure. Fine. You're late for dinner, hurry up. I baked you a delicious pie."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man wails on an electric guitar again. "ROCK ON CLEVELAND!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena transmits, "Time to see if my best friend's still in my room..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Passion Hyena <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Wait. No. Not Blues."
<Public> Captain Kangaroo: Assault Kangaroo says, "GTG. Sleep."
<Public> Ayin says, "Aw, seeya!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "--REWIND."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Night."
Assault Kangaroo just +icfingered you.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "ELEC MAN. Did you said Dr. Light?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] All of a sudden, a badaft lake appears, and a hippo busts out of it, slapping five with Pat Man, his blood brother until the end of time and space.
<Public> Mid-Boss, Colonel says, "Pat, you are /mad/. I love you."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Come on, it's almost time for our favorite show! The Wily Hour is gonna be awesome tonight! Mega Man is gonna be on, they're gonna be talking about the time we almost did terrible things in San Angeles."
<Public> Gauge was the hippo!
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "WHOOOOO! ...aw, come on, that's not cool."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "My guitar just melted."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "...Almost, eh?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...Almost did?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Oh, wait, there it goes again."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat's Guitar transmits, "Shouldn't have wailed me so hard!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "We /DID/ do stuff to San Angeles. Twice."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Or...oh crap."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "They might even have some footage of us when we were still..." He whispers this next part: ".../evil/!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Purple transmits, "I remember. You held several parades and charity drives after the earthquakes. Very thoughtful of you."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Elec is awesome."
<Public> Purple is just messing with his head.
<Public> Elec Man says, "Aww, you're too kind."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Now to combine my ridiculous powers with my awesome guitar to totally rock all the houses! At once! RISING EARTH DRIVE FIST!"
<Public> Elec Man says, "Accurate, but kind."
<Public> Ayin hehes.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "... ... ... Alright, what happened to Wily?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge performs a Gyratory Love Mangle on the drums.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man can be seen by anyone looking to be punching the ground so hard a stage made of rock (and roll) lifts from the very earth.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Whaddaya mean? He said he was sorry, did some time, and then got his totally awesome show syndicated! And you're gonna /miss/ it!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "And Pat."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Mmm, rock & roll."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin to Elec, "Crazy universe you got there, sir."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man gasps. "The theme music is already starting!" The Wily Hour's traditional opening riffs can be heard faintly in the background, sans their usual sinister overtones.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man remains silent for a moment, then speaks to himself. "Alright. LEt's recapitulate. San Angeles never happened, my version of me and the other alphas are still with that fat(?)"/$ of Light..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Purple transmits, "Again, what did I say about that blink system of yours. I would advise drinking some sort of dish solvent until the world seems right again."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Which mean's he's still alive, which means Reploids never were made, which means the Robot Wars never happened here, which means...()"$! That's a complete change universe!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Hmm. Wonder if I exist there."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "I bet your thumbs do, at least."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Why my thumbs?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Purple transmits, "I bet my name is totally unrelated to myself there."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Thumbs exist in every single dimension at once."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "If I have to explain time and space to you, then maybe your thumbs DON'T exist there."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Uh... okay?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man can be heard clambering over furniture. Guts Man, Ice Man, Bomb Man and Fire Man can all be heard briefly exhorting Cut Man to hurry home.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Hey, the other DImensional traveler."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "What's your name, again?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I'm... PAT MAN."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Like Batman."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] OMINOUS CHORD
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I think a James Bond reference would have sounded better, but maybe that's just me."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...Right. Anyway, Pat Man,"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "You see what I did there?"
Purple just +icfingered you.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "That's called a play on words, son."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...Yeah, fantastic."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "One-act?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Or otherwise?"
<Public> Elec Man says, "Hee hee hee!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "A pun?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "A /James Bond/ reference?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "You want me to say 'Man. Pat Man.' Is that it?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "The name's Man.. Pat Man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Like that."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "That's terrible!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Is not!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man mutters. "I should use less my Blink systems from now on."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "It's like I'm asking people to rub me!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "NO U"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "...It is?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...NO INTERNET SLANG IN HERE, HUMAN."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Every day is owl!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Owl?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Yeah. I shouldn't HAVE to ask people to rub me."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin files that away for future reference.
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "MO as a human ..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Anyway. Colonel. We've got to get out of here!"
<Public> Mirror Orange would be a really really fat asian guy.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "When you travel among the dimensions rocking out and partying, people should rub me just because."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Terrifying to behold."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Who is buff at the same time."
<Public> Elec Man says, "SUMO!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Next thing we know, is that Rock actualy speak high on helium like a girl and spell Bass like the fish!"
<Public> Mirror Orange tosses rice, then suplexes Elec.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Now since my guitar melted, I have to retune it. Hang on a sec."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Spell?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Pronounce, fine."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man's retuning sounds suspiciously like rocking out.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Who's 'Base'?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge's drums coincide with the Pat-Rockin'.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...Okay, maybe I know where we are."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "AU-Delta-3."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "You've come up with an ID system?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "...wait."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "We kinda had too a few years back."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man stops rocking.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "AU-Delta-3?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah. Not sure."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Ah, I guess."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Omicron set or Lambda set?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Omicron, according to how much of a mess it is."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Oh, you mean Forte! Dr. Wily's comical sidekick!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "!#$^$#!^."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Crazy machines."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...And he's called Forte, here."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Comical?!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Oh yeah, he's hiLARious! Always fallin' down and droppin' things..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "And Gospel is soooo CUTE!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Gospel. Cute."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Dude, he rip the heads off poor reploids without remorse."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Rip off the head of reploid? I like that!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "And eat them, generaly."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Gospel would NEVER do something like that!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Treble. Ball-ball."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Excatly."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "You've run into Treble, person whose name I don't know?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "In a manner of speaking."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yo, Pat Man. What's wrong?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "When I was spikier and redder, sure."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "But that's when I was V-shaped. I lost weight since then."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Hang on, checking something."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Gauge, get me a reading. Any reading, with anything, I don't care."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Sure. Here's one from issue 17."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge clears his throat.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "'According to recent findings, the blast-radius is less than or equal to three-point-bacon.'"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Three-point-Bacon, eh?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "S'what it says."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Well, this universe is doomed."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Oh, man.  Does anybody know Spanish?  An alternate, all-Spanish Megaman-universe would be great."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Wait."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "No *(?"$?"
<Public> Ayin hehehs!
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Three-point-/Canadian/ bacon, my apologies."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Let me guess."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "That's /worse./"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "It would."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Me llamo es Sigma."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Woah, Canadian bacon."
<Public> Gauge says, "Actually, it'd just be 'Me llamo Sigma.'  'I am called Sigma.'"
<Public> Darth Subjugus: Arcturus says, "That's not 'my name is Sigma', that's 'I am called Sigma'."
<Public> Darth Subjugus: Arcturus says, "GAUGE rklhelahklg"
<Public> Darth Subjugus: Arcturus says, "I WILL EAT YOUR EYEBALLS"
<Public> Gauge says, "HA"
<Public> Gauge says, "I WIN"
<Public> Darth Subjugus: Arcturus says, "WITH MY BRAINS"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Oh my."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "As soon I'll be leaving this universe via the same way I came in, this unvierse will suffer an spontanous collapse under ten seconds were all it's inhabitants will suffer an terribly, terrible dead of unlife and time-ripping as the subfabric of reality just rip apart?"
<Public> Gauge says, "I DON'T HAVE ANY EYEBALLS"
<Public> Elec Man says, "..."
<Public> Gauge says, "AND YOU DON'T HAVE ANY BRAINS"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Guess I'd better find an exit, then."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "If everything my mighty dimensional guitar is telling me is right, this universe has crossed into the path of a Coreverse. Basically what Cut Man said."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "So I was right, you ARE all figment of my imagination."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Hey, can I hitch a ride with you?"
<Public> Elec Man says, "You two, you obviously speak comically-bad Spanish.  Start broadcastin'."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "The Coreverse will smack into this one. Since it's much larger, this universe will just stop being."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Meh, lemme think about it."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Alrighty."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah. Coreverses are a ("/$ like that."
<Public> Darth Subjugus: Arcturus says, "By comically bad you mean 'decent'."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Roadkill in the multiverse? Harsh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man sounds the way puppy-dog eyes look. "You... you wouldn't really do that to us, would you, Cut Man?"
<Public> Gauge says, "I'm minoring in Spanish."
<Public> Elec Man shrugs.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "In fact, the Coreverse is probably the one you came from, Cut."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Wouldnt be surprised."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Well, the worse it is the funnier it would be."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Just let me have my fantasies!"
<Public> Gauge says, "Claro!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Elec Man's Shameful Secret."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "So no matter what, it'll recognize you as belonging there and just sorta take you back. So you're good."
<Public> Gauge says, "...hey, the % didn't show up."
<Public> Gauge says, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "--Nrrrrrrg, stop talking to me, unprobable abomination! Oh, cool."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "So I'll get to watch anoter universe being ripped apart around me?"
<Public> Gauge says, "Yeah, I don't know how to make the upside-down-exclamation show up on-channel, and obviously % isn't it."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Almost as good as eating it?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Oh, I've seen it, it's not really cool looking."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Ha!  Foiled by your own ridiculous non-English language system!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "It's more cool looking than seeing the Great Old Ones eating thenm."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Everything goes black, then it says you've been disconnected in big letters."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Oh. That."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "And then you'll just kinda... reconnect, I guess."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Seems pretty boring."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Never could figure that one."
<Public> Gauge says, "Oh YEAH?  Well... well...  well at least /I/ don't, uh..."
<Public> Gauge says, "SHUT UP ELEC MAN I HATE YOU FOREVER"
<Public> Gauge runs off toward his room.
<Public> Elec Man says, "Victoly!"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Don't forget the door slamming."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man and the other Alphas sound as if they are crying and clutching one another in terror.
<Public> Ayin says, "Don't--yeah."
<Public> Gauge K-THUD
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Yeah, you guys are hosed. Maybe."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Door slamming, not slapping your meat."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I hope."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "If my world's Guts Man HEARD what he is here..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "I prefer the term 'boned.' We are boned, not hosed."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Your only chance is to party as hard as you can, and you might get launched out and become dimensional travelers."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Gauge's meat makes a 'K-THUD' noise?"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "It's just that huge."
<Public> Gauge says, "Apparently."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Really?"
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "He has to carry it around in a wheelbarrow."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Dayeeem."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Hey, the multiverse loves partiers."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Attached to a crane."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "True."
<Public> Mirror Orange says, "Which in turn is attached to a larger crane."
<Public> Gauge says, "Supported by antigravity."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "We can party! We can! We have rice cakes, and spring water, and, and...!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Now /that's/ a bias I can live with."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Hosed."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Completly. You need Wily Beer at LEAST."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "...does Wily Water count?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "I just thought of something."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Try spiking it?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "What if Wily makes a beer with less carbs?"
<Public> Elec Man says, "Ew, Wily Water.  Who would drink /that/?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gauge transmits, "Would that be Light Wily Beer?"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "THis universe? :D"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "...huh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Hmm."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...I hope this dimension dies a terrible death."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Yeh, but marketing is important no matter your dimension."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin hehs.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "WAAAAAHHHH!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man groaaaaaans.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin snickers.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Fine, I wish this dimension will not have a terrible death."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man sniffles. "You... you mean it?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yes."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "For you see."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I instead wish for it to have UNSPEKABLE THINGS FROM BEYOND happen to it."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "WAAAAAAHHHHHH!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Nah, it won't be like that."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Ow, loud."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Uh oh. Now you start his annoying machine wail again!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Oh, I'm just having some fun, man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "You're scaring the natives! That's just not cool."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Eeeeeeh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Fine, tell 'em what will happen."
<Public> Elec Man says, "I wish Rock were on: our crappy dimension still has a few ass-kickers.  Maybe we could at least beat up Cut Man a bit before he Blinks home, boning us all in the process."
<Public> Elec Man says, "...no offense, Cut."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "They'll probably end up going to the dimensional Box and have to apply for new dudes in some other dimension."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man would pull out the Mamacita Armor and slaughter you all!
<Public> Elec Man groans.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah, like I said."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Visualy, that is!"
<Public> Elec Man says, "Aurally and olfactorily, too, I bet."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Elec Man transmits, "Well... *sniffle* That- that doesn't sound too bad..."
<Public> Ayin says, "That's three out of five senses. I'd call that a victory."
<Public> Elec Man says, "For who, though?"
<Public> Ayin says, "The weilder!"
<Public> Ayin says, "Er, Wielder!"
<Public> Elec Man says, "Hmph... pretty poor sort of victory, if your opponent can't even stand the sight/sound/smell of you."
<Public> Ayin says, "Well, it /did/ defeat them!"
<Public> Elec Man says, "Yes, yes, fine, alright."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Not /too/ bad, yeah."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin cheerfully, "There's worse fates."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man blandly. "I can think of at least five."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "And I suffered all five of 'em."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Worst fate is to be mechanical!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Harsh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Ice burn!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "...Yes, of course Ice Burns, my good man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Pfft."
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man AFK
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I don't see what the big deal about being all-organic is, anyway."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Eh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Theoricaly, 'purity of body' or something like that."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Or having a soul or something stupid like that."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I thought a whole bunch of religions were obsessed with the body /not/ being pure?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Hence the whole irony, man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "(shh)"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "(never)"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Also, robot-hating dude."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "(no!)"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "What."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I've got something to say."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Your mom."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "!!!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin hah.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange punch.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Stop that, you'll break your radio."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Don't hit your radio! Poor mechanism."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "No. I punch your mom!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I don't /have/ a mom."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I don't think I do, either."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Mirror Orange transmits, "Ha ha. Silly machine."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I have three fathers, thought. Sorta."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Eh, I'm feeling too lazy right now to go hunt for that information."
Durandal just +icfingered you.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I'm feelin' generous."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Dr. Light. Dr. Wily. Dr. Cain."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "That sounds about right."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "The fat one, the bald one, the drunk one, basicaly."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin plays some David Bowie over the radio.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Is it in tune? IS IT IN TUNE?!?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Hear you just fine."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "It's from the CD."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I presume it's in tune."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man rocks out just a bit.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "It's in tune!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin hehs.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man dust hands. "Yo, Pat Man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Cut Man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I think I ended the treath of the Chest-Egg-Laying Robot Master Multiplanar Treath."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "...OK!"
<Guests> Guest has connected to the MUSH.
<Public> Elec Man says, "He means 'Threat.'"
<Guests> Guest1 has connected to the MUSH.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Don't ask."
<Public> Elec Man says, "I think."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I bearly wanna know what the heck just happened."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "I did!"
<Guests> Ayin says, "Greetings, Guesties!"
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man knows. It took years, but he finally understands Lunarish.
<Guests> Guest6 cackles. "With just five more Guests, we can become a faction."
<Public> Elec Man says, "Heh heh heh!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "That he does."
<Guests> Guest4 crosses fingers.
<Guests> Guest5 says, "Guest Masters?"
<Guests> Guest has disconnected.
<Guests> Guest5 says, "But then they might come up with a Guest Hunters faction to counteract us."
<Guests> Guest has connected to the MUSH.
<Guests> Ayin says, "WB."
<Public> Sheena says, "Pat Man is invincible."
<Guests> Guest4 pffts. We could take them.
<Guests> Ayin says, "You can gestalt into the Guestinator!"
<Guests> Guest hmms? e_e
<Guests> Ayin says, "It seems to be a lost power now. :("
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "You see."
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man says, "Not only am I invincible, but I have Ridiculous Powers that I only use to turn the tides of war. And to aid in my rocking out."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Lunarish is the ultimate language."
<Guests> Guest has disconnected.
<Guests> Guest1 says, "Guest5 rules."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I think it was just some Nameless Ones' work. Oh well."
<Guests> Guest1 says, "He rocks my world."
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man says, "(key-fu)"
<Public> Elec Man says, "Damn those Nameless Ones."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "(shoeshine)"
<Guests> Guest6 nods.
<Guests> Guest1 says, "My robotic world."
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker says, "Aha. Ahahahaha. HAAAAHAHAHAA!"
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "ENKER."
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker says, "I give you all the most awesome thing I've seen all week."
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker says, "http://www.freewebs.com/enker/"
<Public> Ayin points dramatically at Enker!
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker says, "ENKER'S TALE."
<Public> Ayin says, "I've read some of that. :D"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Anyway. You spotted some booze around here?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I usually prefer sodas, myself. I'm not real big on sour stuff."
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker says, "The best part about it is all the fanart."
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker says, "OF ME."
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker :D
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Plenty of soda here."
<Public> Ayin hees!
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Your teeths will root. If you got some."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Not if it's sugarless soda. Or if you have metal teeth."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Allow me to nay-say that."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I saw some sugar eat thru MY metal teeth."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Crazy sugar."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "There's still sugarless soda."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "What IS that comic."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "No, I think it was somethin' like 'Super Strong Sugar'."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Well, that should have a tip-off right there."
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker says, "It's a story set in the MMX timeperiod. That adds Enker."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah, somebody replaced the damned stickers."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Ahah."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "That's why I don't let people near my fridge."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "I seeeeee."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "And Enker is kicking butt."
<Public> Sewa says, "Sally don't cry, don't close your eye, it is only teenage wasteland"
<Public> Ayin says, "Good song~"
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker says, "The art and story is only so-so, but it stars Enker, so that makes it awesome by default."
Sewa just +icfingered you.
<Public> Sewa says, "wI bet the person knows about M3. Nobody in their right mind would make it just from seeing him in canon"
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker :(
<Public> Sewa says, "You didn't app Enker just because you saw his sprite in the gameboy game either"
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker was totally in /two/ games, I have better odds then any of the other Elites.
<Public> Elec Man says, "Enk, he was from the GAMEBOY games.  I didn't even know he -existed- until I came here."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "He know of Stardroid.net thought."
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker says, "Untrue. I was totally in Mega Man Soccer."
<Public> Sewa says, "that's true, maybe some other fan freakiness where Enker was cool but not the main"
<Public> Sewa says, "MEGA MAN SOCCAR"
<Public> Weapon Focus: Lu Bu; Enker was the best center in that game.
<Public> Elec Man says, "...really?  Huh!"
<Public> Sewa says, "next B&C we need to make a Soccer event"
<Public> Ayin says, "http://cockeyed.com/pranks/ant/ant.html Caution: Ant."
...
<Public> Jane Moya says, "Server hijinks."
<Public> Ayin says, "Yup."
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man says, "And how!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "So."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "While I'm waiting for the Coreverse to overlap this one so that I can ride the waves of the multiverse to another place to party."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Jane Moya transmits, "What are you talking about?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Random stuff."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Oh, just about this universe collapsing sooner or latter."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "See, Cut, this is why you and me are dimensional travelers."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Yeah."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Awesome."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I wouldn't mind being a dimensional traveller myself."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "W-w-wha? Universe collapsing?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Jane Moya transmits, "You're talking crap, tin can."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah. Well, /this/ sub universe, anyway."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Jane Moya transmits, "Has Wily been screwing with your OS again?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Nah. He screwed with Number Man's, thought."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "He programmed him from Napster, dontcha know."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "I'm scared..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Yeah. This universe, AU-Delta-3, has kinda overlapped with a Coreverse. Some people from the Coreverse are here, some natives are here, and then you have rockin' dimensional traverlers like myself."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "And sometimes random other people. Like me."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Omicron-series, man."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Soon, the Coreverse is going to smack into this one. This one'll end, any natives and travelers who can't get away are going to get scattered around, and anyone who belongs on the Coreverse is just going to pop back on the Coreverse."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Important part."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "They'll probably forget whatever happened here, too. Happens all the time."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Best that way."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "Is this anything to do with the... that alt-Quint?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "My guess is, someone was shifting Universes around and stuff got all messed up while it was happening."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man coughs.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Jane Moya transmits, "Forget things, eh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Like I said, this is totaly all figments of my imagination."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Sheesh, what does that "someone" think he is, shuffling universes as if they were servers?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Hey, the Caretakers are busy people."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Yeah. Don't diss 'em."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Caretakers?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "The people running the multiverse sets."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "One moment, my watch is on rock o'clock."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "THIS Multiverse set."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Jane Moya transmits, "I attribute this all to Wily."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man starts rocking out.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Huh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Anyway."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin plays some Led Zeppelin now. Stairway to Heaven!
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "I'll go waste some time until the untimely doom of this universe."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Where are you, anyway?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "You should come over to where Gloversville is on this universe. We can hang out."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I may do that."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Sure, towmorro--*SHERRRRRRKCRASHBOOOM*... ... ... ...DAMNIT, METEORS EVEN REACH ME /HERE/."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Meteors are multiversal."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "...Meteors, you say."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cut Man transmits, "Bleh."
<Public> I lost in 7 B&C Competitions! You? Cut Man says, "Nite all!"
<Public> Ayin says, "'night!"
<Public> Ayin says, "Hey, can I follow you out of this universe? ;<"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon worries.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Hey, worst that can happen is that you'll have to apply to a new universe."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Heh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "Will it be full of unfamiliar rules and people from cartoons and video games?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "...Possibly?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Not that I'm an expert or anything."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Could be."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "Oh! Oh no, oh no... oh no1"
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Higure Higsby stares.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Well, what kind of Robot Masters do you remember? Rampaging, or pansy?"
<Public> Ayin innocents.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "Maybe we'll go to a world where everything is peaceful!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "...I can assume that you mean the former, then?"
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Higure Higsby says, "How wry."
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn o.O
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man coughs.
<Public> Ayin says, "There was a God of Hentai some hours ago."
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "Yes, well, God of Hentai inferior."
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man superior.
<Public> Vampire Empathy Egret stares. Twitches.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "You'll probably be staying put in your own universe, then. If I understood correctly, anyway."
<Public> Ayin says, "fu fu fu"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Yep."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "People from the Coreverse who leaked in'll just pop back where they belong."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "Nanananana!"
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "WAIT."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Sweet. --Er, what."
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "My cyberspace scene is supposed to be tonight!"
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man cries.
<Public> advent Gale Sorcerer says, "Hahahaha"
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man says, "Hey, everything went horribly wrong."
<Public> Ayin says, "The MUSH will probably be back to normal by then. :D"
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "'Ehh."
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "Nah, I think they take a few days to rotate around."
Porn Man just +icfingered you.
<Global News Network> This just in! It appears that massive fires have broke out all over the Rocky Mountain! A tall Neo Arcadian was heard to be wandering around, screaming about using OOC info ICly! More as news develops!
<Public> Ayin says, "OH NO"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Jane Moya transmits, "DIE, CHECKPOINT CHARLIE, DIIE."
<Global News Network> The tall Neo Arcadian has been dealt with. There is no conspiracy. It is IMPPOOOOSSSIIIBLE to use OOC info ICly. Go about your business, give yourself to Porn Man.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Jane Moya transmits, "-urk!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Checkpoint.. Charlie?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Huh."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "You're killing a base?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "I'm in ur base killing ur doods."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Jane Moya transmits, "I'll never... be able to look at Vincent... again..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Aw, man."
<Public> Vampire Empathy Egret chokes. ERK. NEED AIR.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "Shazam!"
<Public> Ayin says, "You need stronger stomach muscles!"
<Public> Ayin says, "Need to laugh more. *nodnods*"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Jane Moya sobs, crying about other people in her faction.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gale Sorcerer transmits, "omgwtf!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "..."
<Public> Vampire Empathy Egret says, "I need to stop trying to drink anything whilst connected to M3. Fruitjuice in your lungs is painful..."
<Public> advent Gale Sorcerer says, "Ouch *pats* XD"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "Naaaaah I have made a buster. A /buster/."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin pauses at the news. "Neo-Arcadia? I wonder if that weird Orange is back."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gale Sorcerer transmits, "Ha! Busted!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "The secret is /porn/, just as it is for removing stains!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gale Sorcerer transmits, "A Porn Buster?"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Huh. In most 'verses I've been to, porn makes a lot more stains than it removes."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "Indeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeed."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "I'm... staying out of this conversation.."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "Me too."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "Porn is a dangerous substance. In small quantities, it can remove stains... BUT WITH ALL THE PORN IN THE WORLD! THE WORLD! AAAAAAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHGIVEYOURSELFTOPORNMANAHAHAHAHAHA."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "But... but..."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Gale Sorcerer transmits, "You fiend!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "How fiendish. I would twist my moustache, but I traded it for MAGIC BEANS."
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon searches the basements of the Tower of Light.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] "I challenge you to a fight!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Cinnamon transmits, "YAAAAAAAAAAAAA"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Ayin transmits, "Ow, loud!"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "I heard that if you take mayonnaise and rub it into your eyes, you learn great truths of the meaning of everything."
Wind Crow has arrived.
[OOC] Wind Crow returns from OOCness.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "Your mom says that, too."
[OOC] Ayin says, "Oh, hello there. XP"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Wind Crow transmits, "What the Enker is going on here!?"
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man devours Wind Crow's soul.
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Pat Man transmits, "Yeah? Well... your mom said that she's very upset with you because you keep tracking mud into the house OH WHAT NOW?!"
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man points to WHO.

===========================                        ===========================
\    Mega Man Mush Who     \____              ____/ Sun Jul 17 22:18:25 2005 /
 \==============================\____________/==============================/
  \                                                                        /
  |--Name (Alias)----------------Fac--Idl--Con-----------------------Where-|
  |~~Ayin <Snarl>                 C    0s   0s           Eurasia - Skydeck |
  |  Blizzard Wolf <Wolf>         H    0s   0s                  Quiet Room |
  |~~Cinnamon <Angel>             H    0s   0s Tower of Light - Laboratory |
  |~~Cut Man <Cutter>             RM   0s   0s Skull Monument - Training H |
  |  Durandal <Duran>             H    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |  Empathy Egret <Emma>         I    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |  Enker <E>                    RM   0s   0s                  Quiet Room |
  |~~Gale Sorcerer <Gale>         I    0s   0s                   Himalayas |
  |  Guest3 <g3>                  ?    0s   0s              Character Room |
  |  Guest4 <g4>                  ?    0s   0s      Repliforce - Boot Camp |
  |  Guest6 <g6>                  ?    0s   0s Maverick Recruitment Center |
  |~~Jane Moya <>                 NA   0s   0s             Rocky Mountains |
  |~~Pat Man <Tetsuo>             C    0s   0s                 New England |
  |~~Porn Man <Higgles>           I    0s   0s Cyberspace - U.S. Central I |
  |  Spike Rosered <spikey>       M    0s   0s                  OOC Lounge |
  |~~Wind Crow <Wind>             RF   0s   0s           Eurasia - Skydeck |
  |--Players On:  16--------- Total Ever:  848541 ---------Record On: 126--|
  / Mush Poll: Zany Server Hijinx!                                         \
 /==========================______          ______==========================\
/ Uptime: 30m 37s          /      \        /      \   0 Online Staff Members \
===========================        \______/        ===========================

<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "Which appears to be broken. :O"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man transmits, "Ohno!"
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man says, "...wow."
<Public> Crawling in My Pat Man says, "That /IS/ some hijinx."
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "The hardcoded 'WHO' is broken! THE SKY IST FAAALLLIIIING."
<Public> Ayin says, "We don't need no stinkin' clock. :D"
<Public> Spike Rosered says, "Le gasp!"
<Public> Ayin says, "be back. /o/"
<Public> Vampire Empathy Egret shrugs. "It... kinda works?"
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "It's all 0s for me."
<Public> advent Gale Sorcerer says, "It works for me too o_o"
[Radio: (A) Global Randomness] Porn Man throws knives
<Public> advent Gale Sorcerer says, "We europeans are obviously superior."
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "It works for you?"
<Public> HIGGLIFY! Porn Man says, "I live in England."
<Public> advent Gale Sorcerer says, "Eeep, uh, Vanish!"
<Public> advent Gale Sorcerer vanish.
<Public> Vampire Empathy Egret says, "Well, it's ordered correctly at least."
<Public> advent Gale Sorcerer says, "Oh, wait, you meant the timers on it?"
<Public> Vampire Empathy Egret says, "Timers are broken. Order is correct... probably."
<Public> advent Gale Sorcerer says, "Yeah, the timers are broken for me too."
<Public> It's cute when Silver eyes...
<Public> Crawling in My Tetsuo Sakizaki bed
...
<Public> Ayin should sleep, too.
<Public> Ayin morphs back into herself! /o/
@name me="Solar Stega"
Name set.
<Public> Solar Stega will return later!

-----
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